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(ABSTRACT)

Eleven adolescents whose parents were separated or
divorced were interviewed regarding their experiences.
Emphasis was on their positive and negative experiences
and their ways of coping with their problems.

The

interviews of these high school freahmen were
systematically analyzed using Spradley’s ethnographic
methodology.
paternal,

The 6 girls and 5 boye lived in maternal,

and joint custody.

Two of the adolescents had

experienced death of a parent aa well as divorce.

The

adolescents volunteered to participate in this study and
were a non-clinical sample.
Contraats were drawn based on sex,
divorce,

age at the time of

and availability of both parents to the

adolescent.

Differences

.

in maturity and responsibilitiee

followed sexually stereotyped patterns.

Age at the time

of divorce seemed to have little effect on their
experiences.

Availability of parents was important in

providing continuity and stability.

If the adolescent did

not have access to both parents,

other adults such as

grandparents or other family members sometimes served a
n
mediating function in the experiences of the family.
An overriding theme for all of these adolescents was
the need for stability and predictability in their
families.

Each had experienced losses of important major

relationships and changes in family patterns.
losses threatened the stability needed.

These

Their coping

efforts involved ways to increase the stability and
predictability in their lives.

Many adolescents thought

they were more mature as a result of their parents’
divorce.

Some adolescents became closer to their

families,

assuming major household and childcare

responsibilities.

Others withdrew from family interaction

and were very lonely.

With stability

in the family,

these

adolescents could focus on age-appropriate activities and
continue developmental progress.
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Statesent of the Problen

Divorce ls a nagor life stressor to all nenbers of
the fanily.

In the United States,

doubled between 1966 and 1976,
declined sllghtly since than,
population
1985).

tha divorce rate

and,

although the rate has

reaalns at 4.9x per 1,000

(National Center for Health Statistics,

1983,

Tha presence of children in a fanily does not

appear to be a deterrant to divorce.

Since 1973 the

annual incidence of children in newly divorcing fanilies
has ranained at one million or nore <Uallerstein,

1983).

It is estinated that about one-third of all children will
live with a divorced parent for sone tina before reaching
18 years of age

(Glick,

1979).

Although there has long been concern about the
effects of divorce on indlviduals,

little enpirical

research about its consequences has been done until
recently

(Cherlin,

1981;

Hetherlngton & Canara,

little systenatic theory has been developed
Leigh, & Day,

1984).

1984)

and

(Peterson,

Studies of the effects of divorce on

children have been done since the 1950's.

The early

studies focused on the effects of father abaence on
children.

Later,

the focus was whether an unheppy

narriage or a dlvorca nore negatively affected tha child.
Neither of these areas of research yielded clear answers.

1

Only in the last dacada have researchers begun to study
° these children fron developnental and systenic
perspectives.

It once was declared that divorca "danages" a child
(Goode,

Huch of the research on children of

1956).

dlvorce has been designed with a control group of intact
fanllies in order to confirn or disconflrn this
expectation.

Causality, inpliceting divorce as the cause

of certain behaviors or developnental patterns ln
children,

is not clearly avident,

however.

The conplexity

of divorce issues and the conplexity of hunan developnent
nake the research questions very difficult to fornulate
and investigata.
It seens clear,

though, that parental divorce does
not an

Divorce is a process,

affect children in sone way.

event, usually requlrlng two to four years to ragain
stability following saparation

(wallarstein,

1983).

The

changes and instability within the fanily at the tine of
separation and divorce affect a child’e developnental
progress, at least tanporarily
1979;

Uallerstain & Kelly,

<Hetherington, Cox,

1980).

& Cox,

For sone children,

the

altered developnental progrese initiated with parental

separation continues to be evldent 10 years later.
other words,

In

sone children do not seen to be able to

2

regain their developnental pattern.

Other children seen

to do better following parental divorce than they did in
the intact family.

Still others show tenporary

regression, then recover their nornal developnental
progress (Wellerstein,

1985a ;

Uallerstein & Kelly,

1980).

Problens have been seen in children who have

Anthony (1974) believed

experienced parental divorce.
that regression in developnent,
grief,

hostility,

sonatic disturbances,

and confusion were connon but tenporary

findings in children following parental divorce.

Other

.
behaviors associated with divorce include “acting out" by
young children and depression in older children
Hodges & Bloon,

1976;

1984);

(Gardner,

negative perceptions of

relationships with parents, especially non-custodial
fathers

(Fine,

eating hablts,
1978);

Moreland,

& Schwebel,

1983);

changes in

nightnares, and tenper tantruns

(Magrab,

and incressed psychosocial naladgustnent with

incressed loss of tine with father or with increased
levels of parental hostility
these studies,

(Jacobson,

1978).

In nany of

individual differences anong children in

divorced fanilies were noted.

Other findings indicated

few differences between children in divorced and intact
fanilies.

Thus,

these behaviors and perceptions nay be

individual responses or coping attespts.

Adolescents respond in particular ways to the
sepsration and divorce of their parents.

Many adolescents

3

in divorced fanilies evidence early naturity and increased
assumption of responsibility
Wallerstein,
Weiss,

1979).

1984,

1985b;

(Reinhard,

1977;
1980;

Uallerstein & Kelly,

Other adolescents becone proccupied with

the events of their parents' divorce,
age-appropriate concerns.

neglecting nore

In sone fanilies,

the

og
reversed when the
parent-child roles becoee blurred
single parent turns to the adolescent child for support
and comfort following divorce
Wallerstein & Kelly,
Developeentally,

(Kimnel & Weiner,

1985;

1980).
adolescents are in the unique

position of having the opportunity to modify or rework
childhood experiences and problens.
changes esotionally, physically,

Because of the major

end cognitively,

adolescents have the capacity to rethink and to Tremodel"
previous experiences and identlfications

<Blos,

1962).

This is consistent with the establishnent of a separate
identity,

the eajor developnental task of adolescence

(Erikson,

1968).

Adolescents whose parents are divorced,

then, are able to rethink and to achieve a more adult
understanding of the changes in their family.

Their

perceptions of their experiences in their family and
related to the divorce will effect the identity they
establish for thenselves.

This is true regardless of the

length of tine since the divorce.

Research evidence

indicates that adolescents do this ”reworking” of their

4

perceptions of their parents and the divorce

twallerstein,

1985a).
In spite of the inportance of divorce for adolescents
and the opportunity for effective intervention at this
age, there have been few studies of adolescents in
divorced fenilies.

The noteble exception to thls is the

longitudinal study by Wallerstein of 131 California
children in a clinical population
1980).

After 10 years,

twalleretein & Kelly,

nost of the children are now

adolescents end young adults.

Findings fron this study

indicate that the nornal developnental tasks of

adolescents often are altered by divorce.

Rather than a

gradual

increase in independence and separation from the

fanily,

sone of the adolescents in this study renained

very closely involved,
fanilies.

even "burdened",

with their

Others becane independent very quickly,

perhaps

prenaturely distancing thenselves fron their fanilies.
Other adolescents developed neturity and responsibility
consistent with their ages

(Uallerstein,

1984,

1985a,

1985b).
Although no study has sought initially for positive
experiences related for parental divorce,
evidence that these occur.

there is sone

Several reeearchers have

reported that sone adolescents in divorced fanilies appear

to be nore nature and responsible than their peers <Kanoy
& Cunninghan,

1984;

Reinhard,

1977;

Uallerstein,

1984,

.
5

1985a).

In one study,

there were lndications that sone

fanily subsystens were stronger and healthier following
divorce

(Kanoy,

Cunninghan,

White,

& Adans,

1984).

Perhaps these and other positive experiences will ba
evident if they are sought initially in a research study.
Children,

adolescents,

and adults try to deal with

the stress they experience in a variety of ways in order
to decrease the stress and to solve the problens that
created the stress.

Stress comes fron change,

both positive and negative changes.
stress are ways of coping.

including

Attenpts to deal with

Coping strategies very

sonewhat according to age.
{
Divorce is an acute,

intense stress that irrevocably

and fundanentally changes an adolescent's world.

It also

requires a prolonged period of coping because it so
conpletely changes the life of a fanily.
divorce,

Following

the initial response is usually one of anxisty

(Wallerstein,

1983).

The adolescent,

then,

nust cope with

this anxiety and continue to cope with the changes that
occur in the fanlly.

Adolescents are affected by the divorce of their

parents.
divorce,

Regardless of the length of tine since the
nany adolescents seen to need to rework or

develop a new understanding of the changes in their

6

faeily.

Because of the unique developnental changes

nornally occurring in adolescence,

there is an opportunity

for intervention with this age group that can greatly
influence their future adjustnent.

Yet,

there have been

few studies of adolescents whose parents are divorced.
Little is known about the positive experiences that may
relate to the divorce.

Little is known about the ways

that adolescents cope with parental divorce.
Greater understanding of the experiences of
adolescents with parental divorce and their ways of coping
is needed before effective intervention can be planned.
°

‘

It is risky to try to intervene without this
understanding.
The purpose of this study was to learn aore about the
experiences, both positive and negative,
whose parents are divorced.

Also,

of adolescents

the ways in which

adolescents cope with these experiencee was analyzed.
Ethnographic eethods were used for analysis in order to
develop contrasts of interest,

based on the literature,

and to allow for individual differences.

Qualitative research is one way to begin to
understand these differences in the experiences of

individual adolescents.

The qualitative or descriptlve

data gathered in nagor studies,

such as those of

7

Wallerstein & Kelly
(1979),

(1980)

and Hetherington,

Cox,

and Cox

have provided auch of the insight end

understanding gained about the effects of divorce on
children.

These qualitative data were gathered in

seai·structured interviews conductad aonths or years apart
in each of these longitudinal studies.
study,

which included adolescents,

Wallerstein's

was of a clinical

population.
Ethnographic aethodology allows for discovery of

individual perspectives and individual patterns of
handling situations

(Spradley,

1979).

Further,

the

individual experiences of adolescents with divorced
parents can be organized and analyzed in a systeaatic way
using ethnographic techniques.

Ethnographic aethodology

provides an excellent aeans for studying adolescents,
their unique culture and language,

with

and the coaplexity of

their experiences related to parental divorce.
Individual interviews with ninth—grade high school
students whose parents are divorced provided inforaation
about the experiences of these adolescents.

The

interviews included open-ended questions about their
experiences related to divorce.

Also,

they were asked

about the ways they have coped with the probleas they aay
have experienced since their parents' divorce.

The

individuals interviewed were chosen based on contrasts of
sex,

age at the tiae of divorce,

and availability of both

V
8

parents following separation.

The ethnographic analysis

of the transcripts of the interviews revealed an
overriding theae related to the need for stabllity and
predictability.

Their efforts at coping involved ways to

increase the stability and predictability in their lives.
There were positive experiences as well as problene that
these adolescents related to parental divorce.

9

Review of the Literature

Research indicates that children and adolescents
respond in profound and long—lasting ways to parental
divorca.

Tha inportance of the developnental stage of

the child and the faeily,

the sax of the child,

and the

anount of tina since divorce seen evident as nagor factors
in adjustnent.

Another apparently inportant factor in the

experience of the child is the quality of parenting
available both before and after the divorce.

Yet,

these

factors are not always considered or controllad for or
even reported in studies of children of divorce
Drake,

1983;

Kanoy & Cunningham,

Lowery & Settle,

1985).

1984;

<Cantor &

Kurdek,

1981;

In general, studies indicate that

children respond to the divorce of their parents in
diverse ways.

These responses are sonetines positive,

eoeetines negative,
& Cunningham,
Kelly,

1980).

1984;

and often nixed
Uallerstein,

(Cherl1n,

1984;

1981;

Kanoy

Wallerstein &

Research studies have found wide individual

differences among adolescents
Vigeveno & Claire,

1979;

(Fine,

et al,

1983;

Uallerstein & Kelly,

1980).

Although no reported research study initially has
sought positive experiences of children following divorce,

such experlences have been reported.

Anthony states,

”Although divorce is always a nagor upheaval in the

•
10

it should not be regarded as autonatically

child's life,

synonynous with disaster,
actual 1nprovenent“

since on occasion it can lead to

(1974,

p.

465).

Sone children seen to

becone nore successful lndividuals following the divorce
of their parents

(Gardner,

1976;

Inglis,

1982).

Several researchers have described sone potential
positive experiences of divorce for children.

Frequently

nentioned is the earlier naturity and increased sense of
responsibility
Wallerstein,

(Kanoy & Cunnlnghan,

1984;

1984;

Uallerstein & Kelly,

Reinhard,
1980).

1977;

There are

indlcations that stronger and healthier relationships nay
develop within sone fanily subsystens following a divorce
(Kanoy,

Cunninghan,

White,

& Adans,

1984).

Five years after the separation of their parents,

34x

of the 131 children in Wallerstein's study appeared to be
doing especially well

(Wallerstein & Kelly,

children were doing well
school.

These

1980).

in relationships at hone and at

Although nany had been discouraged at the tlne of

their parents'

separation,

they now were stable.

It was

noted that perhaps they were strengthened by their nastery
of the stresses related to their parents'
wallerstein

divorce.

(1985a) described the feelings of children in

her study who are doing well

10 years after dlvorce.

These children, nost now adolescents and young adults,
"feel very proud that they energed fron this ordeal with
greater strength than sone other people have,"

11

(wallerstein,

1985a,

p.

132).

thenselves as survivors,
understanding,
Thus,

They also described

with nore enpathy and

greater independence and responsibility.

although every child said they wished they had had
happy fanily life,

an intact,

they felt there had been
l

sone positive personal experiences.

Divorce is a crisis for a fanily.

The fanily's

response to divorce is nediated by the developnental
stages of the systen as a whole and of the individuals
within the systen.

"The developnental particulars of each

family nenber are shaped by,

and in turn shape,

the

particulars of each other nenber's developnent,"
(Terkelsen,

1980,

p.

42).

Thus,

the age and naturity of a

child effects and is affected by the developnental
(age and naturity)

stages

of parents and the fanily as a whole.

Divorce inpacts fanilies differently,

in part because of

differences in developnental stages.
Both the age of a child and the role of that child
~

within the fanily structure affect the child’s response to
divorce.

The role of the child varies with the

characteristics of all the individuals in the fanily,
fanily relationship patterns,
of the fanily

(Beal,

1980).

and the developnental stage
In general,

children seen to

cope with the stress of divorce in age-related ways

12

(Hetherington,

et al,

Wallerstein & Kelly,

1979;

Wallerstein,

1984;

1980).

For example,

a preschool

child would be likely to use fantasy to attempt to cope
with stress,

while an adolescent may seek support fron

peers.
Children who are very young at the tine of parental
separation and divorce may have fewer memories of conflict
and unhappiness in the hone than children who are older at
the time of divorce.

There is some evidence that these

younger children may have fewer apprehensions and be more
optimistic than children with more immediate unhappy
memories

1984).

(wallerstein,

Children who are younger at

the time of parental divorce,
in the years to come"

then,

(wallerstein,

may be "less burdened
1984,

p.

457)

than

children who were older at the time of divorce.
Wallerstein

(1984,

1985a)

found that some children

who appeared to have coped well as young children with
their parents’

divorce,

during adolescence.

exhibited increased vulnerability

Others,

who had shown extreme stress

seemed to be adgusted and progressing well in

initially,

adolescence.

It may be that adolescents need to "rework"

the issues related to their parents’
of the time elapsed.

divorce,

regardless

This "reworking" would be consistent

with cognitive learning theories,

with many adolescents

accomodating previous learning with new experiences and
broader perspectives of reality

·

(Piaget & Inhelder,

1969).

13

'

"Reworking" also is mentioned by Blos

(1962),

who

describes adolescence as a time of such extreme emotional
·turmoil that it offers a second chance for reworking
conflicts fros earlier experiences.

Adolescents,

then,

say be a particularly important group to study since they
may need to rethink their parents'

divorce.

typically are thinking about friendships,

Also,

values,

they
love,

and romance--concerns that may be strongly affected by
family relationships.
Adolescents in divorced familles described themselves
in a questionnaire as being sore sature and more
responsible than their peers because of their parents'
A
divorce

(Reinhard,

1977).

These perceptions of earlier

maturity and increased responsibility are similar to the
(Uallerstein,

findings with adolescents in other studies
1984,

1985b;

Wallerstein & Kelly,

1980;

Weiss,

1979).

Kalter described his clinical sasple of daughters of
divorced fasllies as being "pseudomature",

verbalizing the

need for more independence while acting irresponsible
(1984,

p.

491).

Jellinek and Slovik

(1981)

view such a

pseudosaturity aa a defensive reaction of adolescents to
the divorce of their parents.

Others view such early

saturity as a response to societal pressures
1981,

1984).

(Elkind,

Some adolescents seek to establish intisate

relationships with peers or other adults in order to meet
their needs for love and affection

<w•11•b•u•1¤,

1985a;

14

4

Winn,

1983).
Children of different ages,

to divorce.

then,

respond differently

Both their reactions and their coping varies

with age and developmental

level.

However,

it does not

appear that one age is more or less vulnerable to the
stresses of divorce

(Rutter,

1983).

Ilm; g;gcg glvggce
The stress of separation and divorce is both an acute
Hany of the

crisis and a long·term process of adgustnent.

problem behaviors evident in children after divorce,
as increased aggression,
performance
1984;

(Anthony,

Hagrab,

such

withdrawal or poor school

1974; Gardner,

1976;

Hodges & Bloom,

are considered to be responses to the

1978)

acute crisis within the fanily.

The first year following

separstion or divorce seens to be the most stressful and
disruptive to the family and to the child.
second year,

Following the

there are fewer indications of stress and

many children begin to resume their developsental progress
(Hetherington,

et al,

1979;

wallerstein & Kelly,

1980).

Evidence of stress related to parental divorce continues
to be present for some children,
following the divorce

though,

(Wallerstein,

up to 10 years

1985a).

The

adjustment of children seess prinarily to be affected by

the overall quality of life in the post-divorce fanily
(Uallerstein,

1984;

Uallerstein & Kelly,

1980).

15

Retrospectively,

college students identified periods

that were nost stressful for then following the divorce of
their parents.

These periods grouped around the tine of

initial parental conflict before the divorce,
change centered around the parents’
divorce,

the tine of

seperation and legal

and the post-divorce period.

Stressors cited in

the post-divorce phase included relationships with
stepparents,

loss of tine and contact with father,

economic decline,
<Luepnitz,

and increased responsibilities at hone

1979).

Econonic changes end renarriage are both factors that
affect fanilies over tine after divorce.

The lower

econonic status and increased stress fron financial
difficulties ie one of the najor problene in single-parent
faniliee

1983;

<Colletta,

Hetherington,

1979).

Renerriage is nore likely to occur with the pessage of
tine after divorce.

Approxinately three-fourths of

divorced wonen and nen renarry.
‘

child in five will
before age 18
These factors,

It is estinated that one

live with a stepparent for sone tine

(Furstenberg,
then,

Spanier,

& Rothschild,

1982).

alter the fanily patterns following

divorce and interact with the tine factor to effect
ch1ldren’s experiences.

There appear to be sone sex differences in response

16

to divorce (Biller,
& Hcloughlin,
1985a).

1983,

1983;

1981;

Guidubaldi,

Hetherington,

Cleninshaw,

1979;

Perry,

Wallerstein,

Girls especially seened to have nore

difficulty during adolescence with feelings of depression
related to the divorce,

even if it occured years earlier,

and with worries about establishing lasting relationships
wlth nen

(Wallerstein,

Hetherington

1980).

1984,

1985a;

Wallerstein & Kelly,

(1972) observed that adolescent girls

fron divorced fanilies began dating and sexual activity
earlier,

in contrast to girls fron widowed fanilies.

Anong younger children,

boys exhibit behavior
'

problens following parental divorce nore often than girls
(Guidubaldi,
Hetherington,

et al,
et al,

1983;

Hess & Canara,

1979;

Wallerstein & Kelly,

1979;

Two years after_the divorce,

1980).

the play patterns of

preschool children were less disturbed than earlier,

but

the boys as a group continued to show nore hostile and
anxious behavior than the girls
1979).

(Hetherington,

Several years after a parental divorce,

differences between boys and girls are seen
1977;

Wallerstein & Kelly,

1980).

et al,
fewer

(Reinhard,

in does seen that

behaviors of children following divorce of their parents
vary sonewhat according to the sex of the child and
interact in sone way with the age of the child at divorce

and at the tine of study.
There also seens to be sone interaction between the

17

parent-child relationship and the sex of the child.
Hetherington

(1979)

attributed sone of the differences in

responses of boys and girls to differences in experiences.
She concluded that there is sone evidence that boys nore
than girls are likely to witness parental conflict,

to

receive negative sanctions fron parents and teachers,
to respond with aggression.
children,

and

In a study of pre-adolescent

non·custod1al fathers saw their sons nore often

and for longer periods than fathers saw their daughters
(Hess & Canara,

1979).

Also, there are nore custody

changes fron nother to father custody for adolescent boys
<Furstenberg,

Spanier,

& Rothschild,

1982).

Thus, the sex

and age of the child seen to affect parenting by both
nother and father after the divorce.

Studies have indicated that a prinary factor in a
child's experience of divorce is the quality of parenting
available before,
1981;

Fine,

et al,

Hetherington,

during, and after the dlvorce
1983;

et al,

Uallerstein & Kelly,

Hess & Canara,

1979;

Wallerstein,

1984;

1979;
1980).

<Bill•r,

Studies indicate that it

takes two to four years following separation for nen and
wonen "to reestablish a sense of continuity in their
lives"

(wallerstein,

1985b, p.

is evident in depression,

117).

This discontlnuity

self·involvenent,

erratic
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and ineffective parenting

behavior,

(Hetherlngton,

·

1979).

While parents are experienclng extreme stress in their own
lives,

they often are not sensitive to or able to reepond

to the needs of their children.

Children nay becone so

preoccupied with the streseful events within the fanily
that ag•—appropriate concerns and individual needs are
forgotten

(Elkind,

1984;

Hess & Canara,

1979).

Harital

distress is strongly correlated with behavior problens in
children

(Enery & 0'Leary,

1982).

There is "a strong

connection between adequate psychological adJustnent in
children and the overall quality of life within the
post—d1vorce or renarried fan1ly,“

(Wallerstein,

1984,

p.

Children whose parents had unsucceseful narriages

447).

and unsuccessful divorces clearly have the nost difficulty
adJust1ng.
Biller

(1981)

points out that the quality of

aothering say become even sore iaportant in father-absent
faniliee.

Research reviewed by Biller suggests that the

nother's evaluation of the divorced father,
econonic difficulties,

social and

and aother's personal conpetency

are ieportant factors in the sother—child relationship.
Other research indicates that the affective relationships

between each parent and the child are the nost inportant
varlables in the chlld's experiences, with the father's
relationship Just as inportant as the nother's
Canara,

1979).

In general,

(Hess &

children seen to need to feel
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thay ara lovad and iaportant to both parants,
stability within tha fanily,
with both parants

and to hava ragular contact

(Hass & Caaara,

Wallarstain & Rally,

hava

1979;

Jacobson,

1978;

1980).

In spita of tha incraasad awaranass of fath•rs'
rights and tha inportant rola of fathars,

approxiaataly

90% of childran liva with thair nothar following divorca
1979).

(Glick,

Fathara,

non-custodial parant.

than,

ara nost oftan tha

Non-custodial parants saa thair

childran with daclining fraquancy ovar tina.
study,

In

on•

slightly sora than half of tha fathars without

custody had not saan thair childran in ovar a yaar
<Balsky,

Larnar, & Spaniar,

1984).

Anothar study

indicatad that tha raaarriaga of aithar parant dacraasad
tha fraquancy of contact,

with a graatar dacraaaa lf both

parants ranarriad.

non-custodial parants in this

Also,

study assunad fawar paranting rasponsibilitias aftar
ranarriaga <Furstanburg,

at al,

1982).

Howavar,

soaa

childran saa thair fathar aora following divorca than thay
did prior to divorcs
alona,

<Uallarstain & Kally,

1980).

Custody

than, doas not datarnina tha availability of

parants.
Tha singla parant fanily has baan dascribad as having
"a disadvantagaous position in sociaty",

"charactarizad by

a high rata of povarty, a high parcantaga of ainority
raprasantation, ralativaly low aducation,

and high rata of
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sobllity"

(Norton & Glick,

1986,

p.

16).

Hill

(1986)

suggests that single parent fasilies sust accosplish sost
developsental tasks as two parent fasilies but have fewer
people in the fasily to accosplish these tasks,

thus

increasing the burdens and expectations of fasily sesbers.
These increased atessors within the single parent fasily
affect fasily relationships,

including those between

parent and child.
It say be especially difficult for a single parent to
effectively parent an adolescent.

"The single parent,

already overloaded with work, financial,
responsibillties,

and childcare

frequently lacks the strength to enforce

controls on the adolescent,"

(Keshet & Nirkin,

1985,

p.

Roles of parent and child say becose blurred——both

277).

say be dating at the sase tise,
styles,

dressing in sisilar

sharing confidences and decision-saking.

This

role confusion say inhibit appropriate lisit setting by
the parent.

foster early saturity
Sose adolescents,
leave hose,

these experiences say

For sose adolescents,
(Schlesinger,

though,

1982;

Weiss,

1979).

say find it sore difficult to

feeling the parent needs their support.

This

say cause presature or delayed separation of the
adolescent fros the parent

(Beal,

1980;

Kesbet & Hirkin,

1985).

If a dlvorced parent develops a new close
relationship,

the children will be affected by the changes
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in the parent's behavior.
to mother or father,
is threatened

Adolescents who have been close

eay feel their special relationship

<Kesbet & Hirkin,

1985).

Perhaps it feels

to the child as though they are being "replaced", Just as
the forner spouse was replaced.
Since approxinately three fourthe of divorced women
and nen renarry,

many children will experience life as

part of a stepfanily.

It is estieated that one child in

five will live with a stepparent for sone tine before age
18

<Furstenberg,

et al,

1982).

Visher and Vlsher

(1979),

in their extensive review of stepfanily literature,
concluded that stepfanilies experience nore psychological
streea than intact fanilies.

Yet,

there ia little

evidence that children in stepfanilies differ fron
children in other fanily structures
1984)

For edolescents,

(Ganong & Colenan,

becoeing a part of a stepfanily

aay be especially difficult.

At a tine when it is

developnentally appropriate for the new stepfanily to
becoee closer and eore cohesive,

it ls appropriate for the

adolescent to be loosening fanily tles.

Sexuality issues,

both between stepparents and between children in blended
fanilies,

eey increase tension within the faeily.

The

birth of e child in the stepfaelly eay have the effect of
increasing or decreasing tensions in the faeily,

depending

I
on the lndividuals involved and the eeaning within the
faeily

(Visher & Visher,

1979).
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Adolescence is a tine of rapid physical,

and cognltive change.

emotional,

Most adolescents develop the

capacity for abstract thinking.

With the changes in ways

of thinking and the developing ability to intellectually
understand, adolescents use a variety of coping nethods.
Coping can be defined as the emotional or physical neans
that individuals use to deal with stress,

both to decrease

stress to nanageable levels and to problen-solve.
Adolescents particularly use defense nechanisms auch as
intellectuallzatlon,

ascetlcisn or self·denial,

identification or "unifornisn", denial,

and fantasy to help then cope.
circunstances,

anger,

group
regression,

Under nornal

these defense nechanisns are used only

tenporarily for coplng

(Blos,

1962).

l

Because of the prolonged stress of divorce and the
resultant prolonged need for coping with that stress,

many

of the ”effects" of divorce on children and adolescents
represent coplng behaviors.

For exanple,

the lncreased

anger or aggression seen in school•age children or
adolescents nay be ways of coping.

Since coping has a

dual function of regulating stress and problen-solving,
sone ways of coping are nore successful than others.

A

display of anger nay help an adolescent get the attention
needed fron parents or it nay create additional problems

·
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at hose or school.
temperament,

Variables such as age,

sex,

genetics,

and "problem-solving skills“ affect

perceptions of stress and coping responses.

Coping needs

to be considered a process that extends over time

1983).

(Rutter,

Effective coping enables an individual to continue

normal development.

Ackernan

(1980) says that three major areas of

organization are being shifted in fanilies with
These are the balance of responsibility

adolescents.

in

relationships,

shifts in intensity of interaction in

relationships,

and increased exchange with the comnunity.

the changes in parent-adolescent relationships

Typically,
are gradual

(Blos,

1962),

and generally harmonious-—"young

people tend both to share their parentfs values on the
major issues of life and also to turn to them for guidance
on eost major concerns"

1980,

(Rutter,

p.

31).

Erikson

(1968) describes the central task of adolescence as the
establisheent of an identity.

Marcia

(1980)

postulates

that identity fornation requires both a crisis of dealing
with doubts and a commlteent to making an individual
decision,

such as those regarding vocation and values.

Identity foreatlon usually is a gradual,

nonconscious

process throughout life.

Identity formation is especially

important in adolescence,

though,

because it 1s the first
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tine that physical,

cognitive,

and social developnent are

at a level to enable synthesis of a separate identity.
In the nidst of nagor and dranatic physical,
and social changes,

cognltive,

stability and contlnuity.

the adolescent needs sone

The ideal fanily of adolescents

is both flexible and stable.

Such a fanily environnent

allows the adolescent the·opportunity to explore and to
while providing a stable,

take risks,

"protective haven"

1985).

<Pr•to & Travis,

new experiences, new ideas,

predictable
Exploration of

and new relationships is a

part of the process of identity forsation.
'

Yet,

establishing a separate identity also is marked by
feelings of isolation,

1962).

lonelinesa,

and confusion

<Bloe,

Such feelings and the actions that acconpany then

often create stress within a family,
flexibility.

deeanding great

These nornal stresses and changes are the

basis of the ehifts within the fanily during adolescence
that allow for continued development.
Divorce interrupts these nornal shifts in fanily
organization and the noreal adolescent tasks of
”

disengaging froe parents and establishing a separate
identity.

Wallerstein and Kelly described the effects of

the stress of divorce:
It carries the potential for severely

overburdening the adolescent ego in its
naturational,

tine·appointed tasks.

At the sane
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tiae,

the very same situation of hazard carries

with it a concomitant potential for the
stimulation of a developmental spurt.

.

.;£_;;

.nay indeed even
fecilitate the road to Lndependence and
maturity,"

(1974,

p.

483).

Preaature accelerated developaent is defined
ascoming
“before the normal detachment has begun to take
place"

(Uellerstein & Kelly,

1974,

p.

483).

It is

difficult to detach nornally fron a parent when that
parent either leaves home or becones preoccupied with the
legal,
Also,

social,

and eaotional changes brought by divorce.

adolescents may become preoccupied themselves with

the events surrounding divorce,
social,

eeotionel,

Weiner,

1985;

neglecting their own

and acadesic development (Kimael &

Wallerstein & Kelly,

In the divorced fasily,

1980).

lt aay be difficult to make

sone of the shifts of intensity that occur nornally.
there is only one parent available,

If

it ia difficult to

express enger or in any other way create nore distance in
the relationship,
closeness.

without another parent for balance and

Shifting patterns of visitation or custody

create shifts in the balance of power end,

thus,

are

likely to present increased instability or insecurity,
least temporerily

(Keshet & Hirkin,

1985).

at

One or both

parents may treat their adolescent child as an adult,
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turning to the adolescent for confort and support
following the divorce.

The parent-child roles nay becone

blurred or even reversed at a tine when "continuing
naturatlon would be better served by distinct parent—child
roles,“

(Kinnel & Ueiner,

1985,

p.

263).

Adolescents

caught in this "interacting web" have greater difficulty
conpleting nornal adolescent developnental tasks
1980;

Uellerstein & Kelly,

1974,

p.

504).

(Baal,

Having the

opportunities for shlfting the intensity of interactions
with both parents seens to enhance the process of
individuetion in adolescents with divorced parents
(Snollar & Youniss,

1985).

$.¤1u¤.¤.r.z
Children have varied experiences when their parents
divorce.

Divorce is both a crisls and an on-going

stressor that nust be coped with and adapted to in order
for optinal developnent to continue.
sone sex differences in response,

There seen to ba

varying with the age of

the child and the length of tlne since the divorce.

The

quality of parenting available and the accesslbility of
both parents also seen to be inportant to the adgustnent
°

of children.

However,

these factors do not explain fully

the differences in experiences, either positive or

negative.

The individual variation in experience of

sinilar stressors interacts with these factors to confound
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reported studies.
Porter

(1982) describes qualitative research nethods

as useful for obtaining comprehensive data about the
realities of the lives of individuals.
data included in Wallerste1n's study
1985b;

Wallerstein & Kelly,

1980)

The qualitative

(Wallersteln,

1985a,

provide sone insights

into the individual differences of these upper—n1ddle
class California children.

However,

the study design did

not allow for systenatlc analysis of the interviews with
the individual children.
intervals of years,

Also,

data was collected at

at tines obscuring understanding of

the changes that were observed in the children.
with the limited research available and the need to
design effective interventions for adolescents of divorced
parents,

it is isportant to conduct research that will

increase the understanding of individual realities and
ways of coping

1983).

<Wallerstein,

Understanding of the

perspective of adolescents-—how they view the experiences
they have had and how they cope with the problens they
have experienced--ls critical to effectively intervening
when they are troubled.

Researchers have described the

kinds of problens they have observed or asked about in
studying children of divorce
Wallerstein & Kelly,

1980;

(Hetherington,

Uallerstein,

1979;

1985a).

Yet,

with the individual variability and conplexity of factors
involved,

a research design that allows for this

•
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individuality and complexity ie indicated.

At present,

descriptive rather than causal research is needed.

It is

important to allow subjects to describe their own problems
in their own words,
froe the divorce,
their problems.

to discuss any benefits they may see

and to consider the ways they cope with
An interview study and ethnographic

analysis of adolescents with divorced parents is
appropriate for further understanding of the experience of
divorce in this group.

Based on the literature,

the following research questions

were fornulated.
1.

What are the benefits or positive aspects that

adolescents ascribe to their experiences when their
parents divorce?
2.

What are the problens that adolescents describe when

their parents are divorced?
3.

What are the ways that adolescents cope with the

problees and changes that occur with the divorce of their
parents?
4.

Are there differences in the experiences that

adolescents describe according to these contrasts:
a.

age of the child at the tine of dlvorce,

b.

sex of the child,

c.

availability of both parents to the ch1ld?'
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Hethodology

Eleven ninth-grade high school students whose parents
I
sepereted or divorced were interviewed.
Each of the
inforsants was interviewed individuelly by the reseercher.
The interviews lasted fron 40 minutes to 2 hours,
sost interviews lasting about one hour.

with

All of the

interviews were conducted at the high school in e private
roon.

No one at the high school was aware which students

were interviewed.

The interviews were seni-structured

with open-ended questions,
in an infornal eanner

covering the topics of interest

(Appendix 3).

The interviews were audio recorded.
transcripts

were sede fron the audio recordings.

trenscripts were anelyzed by the reseercher,
Spradley sethod of ethnographic analysis
1980).

Typed
These

using the

(Spradley,

1979,

The substantive coding techniques of Glaser and

Strauss (1967)

end Glaser

understanding of the date.

(1978)

were used to increase

Subjective inpressions of the

researcher fron each interview were included ln the
analysis.
effect,

These subgectlve ispressions included the

apparent confort during the interview,

and other

non-verbal behavior of the infornants.
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‘

The focus of the ethnographic analysis was to
identify systesatically the patterns in the benefits and
the problens perceived by theee adolescents and the ways
they coped with these problens.

Particular attention was

given to contrasts between inforeants related to sex,
at divorce,

age

and availability of both parents.

Students were eelected to participate in the study
baeed on contrasts of sex,
divorce,

age at time of separation or

and availability of both parents for the child.

Froe the literature,

it appears that these are the sagor

contrasts that affect the experiences of adolescents with
divorced parents.

Data on these contrasts for this
-

population were obtained fros a questlonnaire distributed
to all n1nth·grade students in the required health classes
for that grade

(Appendix 1).

Students whose parents were

separated or divorced were asked to indicate their
willingnese to consider participating in the study.
this group of volunteers,

Froe

the participants in the study

were selected on the basis of the contrasts of interest.
As indiceted in Table 1,

the infornants selected are

representstive of the population of ninth-grade students
whose parents are separated or divorced.
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Table 1

;¤.L.:..g4.1_.I¤¤t
Boys(n•31)

Girls<n=26)

Boys<n=5>

Girls(n=6>

Characterlstlc

Custody
Live with nother
Live with father
Live with parent
& stepparent
Live in Joint
custody
Other
Vlsitation
See non-custodial
parent a few tiaes
·
a sonth or nora

12
4

13
7

2
0

4
0

12

5

1

1

2
1

1
0

1
1

1
0

13

9

2

2

9
10

2
0

1
4

7

3

3

Age at Separation or Divorceb
0-5
11
10
6-10

over 10 years

8

¤ Number of ninth-graders in required health classes whose parents ara
divorced out of total of 205 ninth-graders.
b Bose infornants experienced more than one divorce,
data are not available for the populatlon.

although those

The inforeants in this study were 11 ninth-grade high
school students.
years old,

All of these students were 14 and 15

except one boy who was 17.

repeated two years of siddle school.

This boy had
These infornants

were chosen based on the contrasts of interest:

sex,

age
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at the tiee of separation or divorce,

and availability of

both parents.
Of the 11

informants, 5 were boys.

Boya and girls

both were included in other contrast groups.
instance,

For

there was one boy and one girl each living in

Joint custody.

For the contrast of age,

there were 3

whose parents separated or divorced when they were
toddlers or preschoolers,

4 during school age,

adolescents, and 2 in the past 6 aonths.
availability of parents were included,

4 as young

Contrasts in the

with infornants who

lived with a single parent and rarely or never saw their
non-custodlal parent;

others who lived with a single

parent and regularly saw their non—custodial parent;
who lived with a parent and step—parent,

one regularly

seeing his non-custodial parent and the other not;
two whose parents shared Joint custody.

two

and

One boy lived

with his aunt and uncle.
Each adolescent infornant had unique experiences
following the divorce of parents.
nore than one divorce,
and divorced again.

Several had experienced

since their parents had renarried

Two adolescents had had parents die.

One g1rl's father had died while she was a toddler,
her aother had reearrled and dlvorced twice nore.
boy's parents had divorced when he was a toddler,

then
Another

then

each of his parents had died separately before he was 12
.

years old.

Since auch of the literature about divorce
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focuses on the experience of loss and/or compares the loss
of a parent by divorce with loss by death,

it was felt

that the experiences of these 2 infornants were relevant
to the purpose of this study.
The high school that is the setting for this study is
located within a university town in the Southeastern
United States.

The populatlon in this school reflects

that of the coneunity:
staff,

nainly white;

and administration;

industries;

and rural,

university faculty,

seni-skilled workers in snall

fern fanilies.

the only one within this town,
attending private schools.

Thie high school

is

with very few children

Thus,

the school students

reflect the connunity.

An anonynous questionnaire was distributed to all of
the ninth—grade students in required health classes in
their high school

<Appendix 1).

approved the queetionnaire.

The school adninlstration

Students who were willlng to

consider participating in the study gave their naee and
phone nusber on the attached for:.

These nanes were used

with the questlonnaire data only for selection of students
based on the contrasts indlcated above.

The naaes were

not included in any other use of the data fron the

questlonnaires.

The anonynous questionnalres were used by

the school to conpile data on the incidence of divorce and
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concerns about divorce in that school.
Students who lndicated their willingness to consider
partlcipating in the study were contscted by phone.

The

fornst and purpose of the study was explained to then and
to their parents,

if they wished.

All participants and

their parents signed the inforned consent letters
(Appendix 2).
Each of the 11

infornants was interviewed

individually by the prinary lnvestigator.
were audiotaped.
nade

The interviews

Typed transcripts of the interviews were

and analysis was done fron the typed transcripts.

Subgective inpressions of the prinary investigator from
each interview were included in the analysis.

In defining the contrasts of interest,

each infornant

was allowed to establish the tine fron either the
separation or divorce according to which event had
priority for the individual.

Ages at the tine of

separstion or divorce were grouped according to
developnental stage:
years),

school age

adolescent.

toddler and preschooler

(6 to 10 years),

(less than 5
”

and pre—adolescent and

Since there is direct correlation in a cohort

group between the age at the tine of divorce and tine
since the divorce,

both shown to be inportant in the

literature, s choice was nade to focus on the age at the
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Since several adolescents experienced

time of divorce.

sore than one divorce,

this proved to be a clear way to

establish the paseage of time.

Availability of parent was

defined es the frequency of contact between parent and
child.
Ethnogrsphic analysis using the Spradley method
involves domain,

taxonomic,

Spradley

analyses.

(1979)

componentlal,

and thene

defines domain analysis as a

search for cultural meanings.

Taxonomic analysis involves

a search for contrasts within the identified domains.
Componential analysis is a search for differences within
and across the domains.

Theme analysis involves searching

for the relationships anong dosains and the links with the
culture as a whole.
Data analysis was done using the Spradley nethod
(1979;

1980),

with additional coding techniques suggested

(1978).

by Glaser

by the researcher,

All data analysis and coding was done
es nandated by Glaser

(1978).

Analysis

of the data began with coding of the typed trsnscripts of
the 11 individual interviews.

Initial coding was done

based on the dosains established by the research
questions:
coplng.

positive experiences,

problems,

The analysis was done line by line,

reading of each interview transcript.

terms within each donain.

and ways of
with repeated

Lists were sade of

Data were coded lnto as many

categories or dosains as possible,

as suggested by Glaser
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(1978).

For exanple,

an infornant night say she thought a

positive experience fron the divorce was that she was nore
nature and assuned responsibility for chlldcare and neal
preparation at hone.

The infornant night see this as

positive and also express sone frustration about these
responsibilities.

These statenents would be coded both as
Any coding based on the

positive and as a problen.

subjective inpressions of the researcher were analyzed
separately and reported separately as the researcher's
inpressions in the results.
Taxononic analysis focused on the sinilarities
Repeated review of

between terns within each donain.
these terns revealed sone
the terns.

•1•11•§

relationships between

Many of the problens experienced by the

adolescent infornants,

for exanple,

A parent giving up custody,

noving,

were kinds of losses.
and losing contact

with grandparents are all kinds of losses.
Conponential analysis involved the search for
contrasts in the data.

Again the data contained in the

transcripts was read line by line repeatedly to search for
contrasts.

The contrasts of interest were sought,

as well

as other contrasts that becane evident during the process
of analysis.

At this stage,

note cards were nade

containing brief descriptlons of denographic variables
related to the contrasts of interest and of terns in each
donain for each infornant.

It was helpful to sort and
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resort these cards to search for contrasts.
the results,

unless specifically noted,

In reporting

the a priori

contrasts did not aid in understanding the infornants'
experiences.
Thenatic analysis wes a process of putting the pieces
back together into a logical relationship or thene.
‘

This

process was aided by the use of Glaser’s rule of
continually interrupting coding to nemo ideas

(1978).

This process of writing nenos was done throughout data
analysis.

As the researcher read and reread the data,

ideas about relationships anong the data or between the
data and the literature were written in the forn of brief
nenos.

During thenatic analysis,

basis of questions about the data.

these nenos forned the
Also,

the process of

writing brief case studies of each of the infornants
<Appendix 4)

was helpful as another way of viewing the

data and reveeling patterns.

Thenatic analysis,

then,

revealed the overall thenes of the experiencee of these
adolescents whose parents were divorced.

l
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Results

The 11 adolescent informants in this study presented
a picture of their experiences with divorce that included
both positive and negative aspects.

These experiences and

their ways of coping with them affected their deily lives
and their expectations for the future.

The individual

adolescent informants had had diverse experiences in their
families,
death,

including recent parental separation,

remarriage,

and multiple divorces.

arrangements included matarnal,

patarnal,

parental

Custody
and Joint

cuetody.
In spite of the diversity of experiences and

circumstancee, there were a number of recurrent themes in
the perceptions of these adolescents.

These themes

related to the loss of stability and predictability within
the family following separation and divorce and their
efforts to regain these.

Stability and predictability

were not words used by these adolescents.

Rather,

talked of concerns about losses of people,

which created

they

major change and loss of some stability in the family.
They talked of concerns about the sedness or problems of
their parents that decreased their availability and,
soeetimes,

predictability.

Also,

they talked of the
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security that cane when a parent was "always responsible.
.

.

.end made sure we were okay."

Some of these

adolescents assuned auch responsibility in their families,
which had the effect of giving then nore predictability in
their lives.

For example,

assueing responsibility for the

laundry neens knowing if there are clean clothes to wear
and also provides an important daily role in the family.
Such e responsibility increases the predictability and
stability of daily life.
predictability,

When there was stability end

these adolescents focused on

age-appropriate concerns,

such as peer activities,

school,

and thesselves.
Host of the individuals interviewed thought there had
been soeethlng good as well as some problems that followed
their perents'

divorce.

The most frequently nentioned

positive experience was increased naturity.

.

Their

concepts of naturity varied fron assuning aore
responsibilities in the faeily to having greater
independence.

Again,

the positive experiences related to

the lncreased stabillty and predictabllity.
The adolescents in this study coped in a variety of
ways with their experlences related to parental separatlon
and divorce.

The sost predoninant ways of coping were

cognitive understanding and social withdrawal.

Several

other coping behaviors were used by at least one of these
adolescents.

All of the ways of coping eeeeed to be
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efforts to achieve nore stability and predictabllity in
their lives.

One thene predoninated when the adolescent infornants
were asked about positive experiences following their
parents’ divorces.

This thene was one of increased

stability and predictability following the losses they had
experienced.

For those with relatively stable and

predictable fanily lives,

who were not burdened by

increased responsibilities,

their focus was on additional

opportunities and increased naturity.

Eight of the eleven

infornants thought their experiences had nade then more
nature than their peers.

For sone girls,

increased fanily responsibilities.
boys,

this neant

For others,

nostly

this neant the experience of increased freedon and

independence fron hone.
positive donains.

There also were several other

Divorce had increased the closeness of

the relationships within the fanily or between custodial
parent and child in a way that was positive for sone of
the infornents.

Assuning increased responsibilities or

establishing closer relationships in the fanily are ways
to increase predictabllity and,

for sone,

stability in

Sone adolescents thought that it was

their lives.

positive that they had nore diverse experiences and
opportunities as a consequence of divorce or renarrlags.

·
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Another positive experience was the decrease in conflict
between sone parents since the divorce.

Most adolescents interviewed
felt they were nore nature than their peers as a result of
their experiences related to their parents'
fact,

in sone of the interviews,

divorces.

In

it was readily apparent

that sone of these 14 and 15—year old adolescents think in
nature ways and assune adult responsibilities.
exanple,
and,

For

one boy believed that the divorce of his parents

later,

the death of each parent,

better person."

These experiences help hin cope with

everyday problens,
perspective,

have nade hin "a

he said,

you know.

and have "put things nore in

It's not as bad as it seens and it

could be a lot worse, and I think it's helped in that
Another infornant,

way."
stated,

whose nother has twice divorced,

"I think naybe I'n nore responsible now and I know

how to deal with nore problens now,
teenagers think are inportant now,
inportant."

and nost things
I don't think are as

She said she did not worry about boys or

clothes as nuch as her friends did.
Three of the girls,

who described thenselves as nore

nature, equated naturity with increased responsibility.
Each was the oldest daughter in their fanilies with

younger siblings.

Two lived in single-parent fanilies

with working nothers.

The third lived with her father and
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stepnother and assuned nuch of the household and childcare
responsibilities.

They described their roles es though

they often are substitute nothers for their siblings.
"Sonetines I wonder whether it is ne who raised ny little

sister on ny non because we are both around her the sane
anount."

Also,

these three girls described sone sense of

responsibiity for their single parents.

None of these

girls conplained that they have too euch work to do.

They

saw thenselves es having learned and grown with the
increased responsibilities.
of these three.

She believed that the increased

lresponsibilities she had,
younger sisters,

such as caring for her two

keeping house,

had nede her nore nature.
do.

One girl was respresentative

and helping her nother,

She was proud of what she could

"It's hard but I done nede it pretty good so far,

though."

This view of their experiences seened to enhance

their self-esteen,

as they expressed pride in their

ability to care for thenselves and their fanilies.
The two other girls who felt they were nore nature
did not assune nagor household or childcare
responsibilities.

The two of then are younger children in

the fanily end now the only child at hone.

Both expressed

sone feelings of responsibility for thenselves and
sonewhat for their parents.

One seid,

end I'n trying to grow up for nyself.
to help her

Cnotherl

all

I can."

"I'n 14 years old

But, I nean,

Predoninently,

I try

though,
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both of these girls equated naturity with being able to
take care of thenselves and being "able to nake ny own
declsions."
Three of the five boys also felt they were nore
nature than their peers as e positive result of the
divorce of their parents.

One of these boys is an older

brother with a younger sibling at hone.

Although he

expressed sone concerns about his brother,

he did not talk

cf naJor responsibilities for chlldcare or desire to
assune nore household responsibility.

He felt the

increased independence had been good for hin but not his
younger brother.
brother,

When asked lf he was worried about his

he replied,

"No,

but it bothers ne because I end

up doing a lot of the work."
Of the two other boys in this group,

one is an only

child and the other is the younger child in the fanily.
Ton, the younger boy, described the extrene closeness he
felt with his older brother during the stressful years
following his parents' divorce and deaths.
talk to each other...."

Now,

"Ue would only

with less stress,

they

are close but "we don't need each other as nuch anynore"
and spend nore tine with other friends.

Two of the boys

talked about sone feeling of responsibility for their
nothers,

but they talked about this in a cavalier nanner

as though they were the nan of the house helping the
weeker wonan.

“You Just feel

like you have to train her.
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’Cone on,
Honnie.'"
though,
nothers.

Mon,

you've got to do this for us.

Cone on,

These references were to specific concerns,

and did not pervade their descriptions of their
All of the boys in this group equated increased

naturity with a broader perspective about problens,
greater self—assurance,

and/or increased independence.

For these adolescents who felt they were nore nature,
it would seen that naturity is related to increased
responsibilities for self,

parents,

hone,

Oldest children seened to predoninate.

and/or siblings.

For several,

naturity also seened to be sexually stereotyped.

Girls

felt they were nore nature when they assuned additional
household responsibilities,

and boys felt they were nore

nature when they had nore freedom and self-confidence.
There were three adolescents who did not nention
increased naturity as a positive experlence related to
divorce.

The two boys who did not nention naturity

appesred nore stressed during the interviews.

They showed

nore tension in their voices and posture and expressed
nore enotion throughout the interviews.
had recently separated and,

Craig's parents

unlike one of the girls,

had not been expecting the separation.

he

Perhaps this

upartially explains why he seened even more stressed.
Throughout the interview,

he talked of his parents and

very evidently assuned responsibility for taking care of

his parents.-

"I have had to held everybody together."
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Yet,

he could not think of any possible positive

experiences for hinself related to the inpending divorce,
only positive experiences for his parents.

Steve also

seened stressed and very angry at his mother and
stepfather,

with whon he lived,

when he was interviewed.

He could not think of any positive experiences related to
the divorce.

Divorce night have been good,

Steve thought,

"if I could live with ny dad all the time."

As it was,

there was nothing good for hin.
The only girl not to nention increased naturity
related to dlvorce lives in Joint custody of both parents.
Although she is the oldest of three children,
was not very close to either sibling.

she said she

She described

herself as doing well acadenically and socially and seemed
to be self-confident.
a nature way,

She acted and expressed herself in

but she did not nentlon this.

Perhaps with

dininished stress and few feelings of increased
responsibility for her fanily,

naturity is neither a goal

nor an issue for her at this tine.

Three girls felt that the
increased closeness they experienced in their fanilles was
a positive experience related to the divorces of their
parents.

One talked generally of increased closeness

within her whole fanily.

The other two talked of

increesed closeness with their custodial

parent.

All

•
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three said they doubted they would be as close lf their
parents had not divorced.
Jane talked fondly and proudly of her nother.

Jane

has experienced two divorces and nany noves,

as both her

father and stepfather were in the nilitary.

The closeness

between Jane and her nother is a positive experience for
her.

"I guess I have a closer relationship with my non

than a lot of people ny age.

.

.I think I

Just got closer

to her because I was older and sonetines she talked to me
about problens."
Beth lives with her father,
and,

her two younger sisters,

since her father’s renarriage 5 years ago,

stepnother.

her

Her nother relinquished custody at the time

of separation eight years ago.

She describes her
“We

relationship with her father as "very close."
each other about what's going on,
problen at hone,

you know.

talk to

If we have a

we talk it out to see what we can do

about it or what's gonna happen.“
Trish lives with her nother and four brothers and
sisters.

Her father died when she was 2,

and her nother

has renarried and divorced twlce since then.

She believes

her fanily is closer because of these experiences.
All three of these girls also believed the increased
responsibilities they had at hone were positive
experiences that helped then nature sooner.
they all

very nuch

value hone and fanily.

Evidently,
with the
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aultiple losses each has experienced——multiple divorcea,
death of a parent,

many moves,

ambivalence about a mother

who relinquished custody--perhaps the value of home and
stable relationships is enhanced.

Each may need the

increased security and predictability of household
routines and adult responsibilities.
clearly their parents were central

For all three girls,

in their thoughts and

in their lives.
The other eight adolescents did not mention family
closeness as a positive experience associated with
separation and divorce.

Perhaps home and family are not

as central in their lives or they do not percelve their
families as needing their help as auch.
his mother as his "best friend",

One boy described

but he did not describe

increased closeness as a positive experience,

focusing

instead on his hope that his parents would be raunitad.

gesg parental gogfllgg.

Several adolescent

informants said the decrease in parental conflict was a
positive experience following separation and divorce.
Although some parents continued to disagree after their
divorce,

their adolescent children were glad they had

fewer opportunities for contact.

One boy described his

family as "more relaxed" following the separation and
divorce of his parents 4 years ago.
In contrast to those adolescents who did not mention
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less parental conflict as a positive experience,

those

that did talked of more recent experiences with conflict.
Both adolescents whose parents had recently separated
mentioned the decreased level of tension at home.

Also,

two adolescents whose mothers had divorced for the second
time in recent years mentioned the benefits of less
conflict.
then,

"There was Just a lot more tension in the house

and now there isn’t....I’m glad they are

[divorced]

because we don't have to worry about what he is

going to say next or if he is going to do anything...."
Thus,

less conflict meant more predictability in the

family.
Rob was the only informant who experienced divorce
more than 2 years earlier to mention that he was glad
there was less conflict.

However,

Rob described his

parents as unable to "deal together".
conflictual when they were together,

They often became
which occurred weekly

with Joint custody.
Adolescent informants who talked positively of the
decrease in conflict between their parents had more recent
or on-going experience with conflict.
diminished level,
adolescents.

Conflict,

even at a

seems to be a stressor for these

Such conflict is something with which they

continue to try to cope.

With lass of the conflict that

they may perceive as the basis for the divorce,

these

adolescents seem to have less stress from fears that
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conflict will disrupt the pattern of their lives again.

More gpgggtggigieg and expegiences.

Having more

opportunities and experiences was mentioned as a positive
outcome of divorce by both of_the adolescents in Joint
No other informants mentioned this.

custody.

and Susan saw the diversity inherent in living

Both Rob
in two

separate households as having some positive aspects as
well as some stresses.
Rob liked the contrast in activities and lifestyle
between his mother's apartnent and his father's farm.
get to see both parents.

I have cable

but I have animals at my dad's.
mem and I

I

<T.V.)

"I

at my mom’s

live in town with my

live in the country with my dad.

I have work to

do at Dad’s and I have nothing to do at my mon's except

watch T.V.

It's Just a nice change every week."

Susan's view of her experiences was similar.

She

talked of being able to go on more vacation trips each
year,

with her father and stepmother and also with her

mother.

"I get to go a lot more places cause I have a lot

more relatives."

Susan sees her steprelatives as·"like my

real family and everything and they are really nice to
me."

For holidays she enJoys getting more presents,

from each parent and her relatives.

gifts

"I have a lot more."

Both of these adolescents discuesed another
"opportunity“ that divorce and Joint custody created for
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them.

Each talked positively of the increased freedom and

decreased pressure at home because they change parents
each week.

Rob said,

place in a week.

.

“You're gonna be going to the other

.and that makes you feel like you can

argue with it if you really wanted to....On Thursday
night,

if your mom's starting getting on you,

tell her off."
saying,

you can Just

Susan summarized her similar attitude by

"I kind of get a break from each of

'em."

Perhaps

the normal struggle for increased independence in
adolescence is less conflictual when there is a regular
period of separation,

as there is with these two

adolescents in Joint custody.

Problems
The 11 adolescent informants all experienced problems
related to the divorce of their parents.

Although each

described the problems experienced in an individual way,
these problems clustered around specific domains or
·

categories.

These domains were loss,

responsibilities,
and schoolwork.

stepparents,

money,

increased

choices between parents,

These domains all related to loss.

Each

of these adolescents had lost the predictability of
enduring family relationships.

For all of them,

parental

separation and divorce meant a change in parenting
patterns.

For most,

neighborhoods,

it also meant a change in houses,

friends,

and economic status.

The
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intensity of these problems varied with each individual
and,
l

certainly,

were affected by their feelings during the

interview and past and recent experiences.
Loss was a major theme for all the informants.

There

were various kinds of losses that were experienced es
problems for these adolescents.
intact family,
other parent,
family.

Besides the loss of an

there were problems with the loss of the
with frequent moves,

and of the extended

There also was loss of some economic security,

loss of predictability in the families with new
relationships with stepparents or the termination of
relationships.

Two infornants had experienced the death

of one or both parents in addition to divorce.
the problem of loss was a fear of loss.

Related to

Several

adolescents expressed their fears that “something" would
happen to their remaining parent.

In general,

the theme

of loss was one of loss of security and predictability in
the family.

There was a loss of belief in the continuity

of relationships.
Each of the adolescents interviewed had experienced
the loss of an intact family.
at the time of his parents'

One described his feelings

separation.

"It was like

somebody had taken something precious to you away."
Another described her family as ".

then it fell to pieces."

.

.pretty nice.

And

Other adolescent infornants

expressed their loss as a wish for an intact family.

This
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wish was usually expressed in terms of wishing their
parents had never separated or that they would get back
together or that theirs was a "normal" family.
defined a normal family as "the way
parents and everything."

'Beaver'

One girl

is with his

She recognized that few if any

families are like this idyllic family on television,
she longed for this kind of a family.
similar wish for a happy,

but

Others expressed a

intact family.

Many expressed

very rational reasons why they knew their parents would
never remarry each other,

but they wished for the family

unit nevertheless.

Lggg of parent.

One form of loss that was a

problem for some of the adolescents interviewed was the
loss of the non-custodlal parent.

Three adolescents

expressed their problems over the loss_of a parent.

The

loss was experienced in ways that were unique yet similar.
On the surface,

there are diverse experiences for

these three adolescents.

Beth’s mother relinquished

custody of her young daughters to their father and "didn’t
even put up a fight."

Beth is close to her father and

alnost never sees her nother,
currently in Jail.
years old.
since then.

who is a drug addict and

Trish’s father died when she was 2

Her mother has narried and divorced twice
Yet,

Trish became tearful whenever she talked

about her father or her wish for him.

Steve lives with
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his nother and stepfather,

but he visits his father and

stepnother for extended periods during school vacations.
He talks often with his father by phone and plans to live
with hin during the next school year.

He expressed nuch

enger at his nother and stepfather and a strong desire to
live with his father.
One connonality between these 3 adolescents is that
they do not feel their non-custodial parent is available
to then.

It would seen that Steve has frequent access to

his father,

at least by phone,

but he does not feel his

father can intervene or influence his life on a daily
basis or in the way he wishes.
all the tine.

"It feels like I

lose hin

It feels like I can never really have hin.

It's Just like a coning—and—going thing."

Also,

as will
h

be discussed later, Steve has a rather negative way of
viewing nany things in his world--fron a deficit rather
than a positive perspective.

The other two adolescents

have extrenely linited or no access to their other parent,
since one is in Jail and the other is dead.
Other infornants who also have linited access to
their non-custodial parent did not nention this sense of
loss.

Each of these adolescents seened to have a

significant relationship with soneone in addition to their
custodial parent.

Jane lives near her grandparents and

sees then regularly.

Although Ton's parents both died

after their divorce,

Ton and his brother are close and
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have been adopted by their uncle and aunt and live with
then and their cousins.

Sandra said she can see her

father as often as she wishes,

but she has infrequent

contact because they both have busy schedules.

She

frequently sees her older sister and discusses her
A

problens with her.

She also said her father was nore

strict than her nother,

and Sandra values her

independence.
John has had no contact with his father since the
divorce when he was 11 years old.
any longing to see his father.

John did not express

Yet,

as will be discussed
n

below,

John seened to have nany unexpressed needs and

appeared very depressed.

It is not possible to know if

John would be happier if he had access to his father.
It-seens,

then,

that the experience of a problen with

the loss of the non-custodial parent is related to the
availability of that parent to the child.

Also,

child's own needs for contact,

and the nunber

own values,

the

of losses of all types seen to be factors in whether it is
perceived as a problen.

The availability of other

significant adults nay be an additional nediating factor.

goa; og plggg.

Sone adolescents have experienced

as problens the noves they have nade fron one house,
state,
life,

country,

or school.

city,

Moving disrupts patterns of

friendships, education,

and socialization.

Moving
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·

is experienced as a form of loss,

a loss of place.

For the four adolescents who said moving had been a
problem for them,

there were a number of other losses or

changes which they had experienced.

The losses associated

with the move eey be nore of a problem because they were
associated with many other losses.

One girl had

experienced her mother’s two divorces,
stepfather in the past,
her mother.

Ton,

and recently decreased time with

one of the boys in this group,

experienced his parents'
parents,

abuse by her

divorce,

had

the death of both

and a complete change in living patterns when he

noved to live with his uncle and aunt.

Another girl had

experienced years of parental conflict before their recent
separation.

Since the separation,

she and her mother had

eoved three tiees in two weeks and were uncertain where
they would go next.

The fourth adolescent who experienced

moving as a problem was Rob,
parent's house to the other.

who moved weekly fron one
He felt it was his

responsibility to eake the eove snooth,

not forgetting any

of the books or clothes he would need during the coeing
week.

His parents frequently disagreed if they were

together long during the contact of the weekly move.
Perhaps his real problem is not with the nove,

but rather

with the conflict between his parents that occura at the

time of the move.
custody,

Susan, the other adolascent in Joint

also moved weekly but did not experience it es a
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problem.

Her parents did not have conflict over the moves

or their children.
The comnenality fer these infornants would seem te be
the multitude of losses that makes the additional one of
moving a problem.

The other adolescents that did not

mention moving as a problen had not aeved as often er as
recently,

although nost aoved following the divorce of

their parents.

The response of parents to noving appears

to be a mediating factor.

geg; gf kg;.

Jane was the only informant te

mention the loss of extended kin as a problen.
¤ether's divorce from Jane's stepfather,

Since her

Jane rarely sees

her atepfather's parents and other relatives.

"It was

really sad for ne because ef the fact that I,

of course,

aet his parents and his family,
nice people,

and I

like his family a lot.

those grandparents."

So,

I miss

She talked with sadness about net

having seen a new baby ceusin.
grandparents and one cousin.
to see them again,

and his family was really

Jane does write her
When asked lf she would get

she responded,

"I'n thinking about

seeing them but we are afraid like lf we go to see them,
we may have to see him

[her st•pfatherJ."

Jane seeeed toi

have adopted her moth•r's fear of encountering her

stepfather.

Faaily conflict again affected the feeling of

loss.
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Other adolescents interviewed nentioned their
'

grandparents and other extended fanily eenbers as
ieportant in their lives.

A few felt their grandparents

and other kin were inportant and caring people in their
lives,

often available for talk and help.

Others talked

of family traditions of visiting grandparents for
holidays.

Tom,

whose aunt and uncle have adopted hin,

nentioned the problem of conflict over choosing which set
of grandparents with whon to spend vacation tine.

Craig

spoke of having to "let go" of his relationship with his
grandmother in order to concentrate on helping his parents
following their separation.

John told sadly of the recent

death of his grandnother and the growing senility of his
grsndfather.

Thus,

although grandparents and other kin

were not perceived to be "replacenents" for parents or any
other losses,

they sometimes played an important role in

the lives of these adolescents.

Grandparents and other

extended fanlly menbers can be inportant mediating factors
in the sense of loss experienced by these adolescents.

Several of the adolescents
interviewed expressed a fear of loss,
happening" to their single parent.

Their fear was that

they would lose that parent to death.
occur with no basis ln reality,

or,

a fear of "sonething

This fear seens to

at least,

the

adolescents said they knew their parents were healthy and
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were careful drivers.

Yet,

these fears persisted for four

of the adolescents such that they talked about then during
the interview.
For each of these adolescents,

the fear of loss was

real enough that they obviously had given nuch thought to
the possibility.

Each of then initiated discussion of

this concern during the interview.

Each had carefully

thought about the probable ways that their parent would be
For exanple,

hurt.

possibilities.

Jane had thought of nany

"Because she

[her notherl

doesn't drink

and I think she is not about to get in a drunk driving
accident or anything, and she ls a safe driver,

and so I

don't think she is going to kill herself or anything.

So

there’s not that nuch chance that she is going to be
killed,

either,

because I don't think there are nany

people to even dlslike her."

Even with this careful

reasoning of the snall chance that her mother will die,
Jane,

like the others,

still worries and nentioned her

fear several tines.
These adolescents ell shared a fear of death,

.

nagor loss.
then.

A
another

Death already has had sone lnpact on each of

Two of then have experienced the death of a parent.

One said he had no such fears about death until after his
parents died.

Another had two uncles die in recent years.

The nother of the fourth adolescent recently becane
concerned about her children ln the event of her death and
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began writing her will.

She took the children to neet

their father in another state,

since they had not seen hin

since the divorce nine years earlier.
go well.

The visit did not

This adolescent still worried about “what would

happen if your nother died,
not narried again.

.

.

how know,

being that she ls

.I try not to think about that

because I don’t want it to happen.

.

.

.I guess I should

think about it as it would help in that you need to know
what you are going to do.“

·

Thus, each of these four adolescents has had the
concern or the reality of death in their own lives,

which

probably precipitated their fears of further loss by
death.

It was striking how pervasive that fear was for

two girls who nentioned it several tines throughout their
interviews.

These two girls already have assuned auch

responsibility for their fanilies.

Death would greatly

increase those feelings of responsibility but give then
little authority at their relatively young ages.

The

other adolescents in the study did not nention any
experiences related to death.

They also did not express
‘

fear of loss through death.

L;;;;gg_;gg;g.

A

Six of the eleven adolescents

lnterviewed nentioned noney, or the lack of noney,

as one

of the problems they experienced as a result of their
parents'

divorces.

Rob,

Trish,

John,

Craig,

Jane,

and
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Cathy all said they wished their fanilies had nore noney.
They all wanted age-appropriate things,

like nore clothes

and noney for the novias or activities with their friends.

Rob and Cathy both recognized that noney had been a
problen in their fanilies before the divorce or
separation.
problen now.

Yet,

they both felt it was even nore of é

For John,

Craig,

and Jane,

noney had not

been a problen before their parents aeparated but was now.
Money seened to be a sinple problen for then to
define--there was not enough of it.
of ways they tried to help out.

Jane and Trish talked

Jane tried to think of

activities with her friends that did not cost nuch noney.
Trish assured her nother that she did not need to cone see
her play in all of her basketball ganes,
was charged.

since adnission

John has worked since hls parents'

when he was 11 years old.

divorce

Only John nentloned his

responsible approach toward noney as a sign that he was
nore nature.
lnfornants.

At 17,

John was the oldest of the

For the others,

at 14 and 15 years of age,

there seened to be little thought that they could directly
effect the noney problen in their fanllles.

·

Four of the adolescent infornants discussed their feelings

of responsibility for their parents as a problen for then.
None of then directly stated that their parents were their
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responeibility,

yet each discussed in nany ways their

feelings of reeponeibility and the feelings of being
burdened with that responsibility.

Cathy and Craig,

in the first nonths of parental eeparation,

both

expreeeed

theee feellnge noet strongly.
Each of these adolescente was anbivalent about their
perceived responsibility.

Sandra sounded very anbivalent

_about her feelings towards her nother and her
reeponeibilities for her nother.

She talked about tha

conflict between the two of then,

then nore fully

described the dilenna ehe feels.
"A lot of people think I'n pretty nature
for ny age and Mon still doesn't want to leave
ne alone by nyself but.

.

.she doesn't want to

let ne go anywhere to do anything,

cause she

doesn't want to be alone by hereelf....
like to do things with ny Mon sonetinee,
the nagority of the tine,
friende.

.

.

But,

her all the tine.

.

.

but

I want to go with ny

.1t hurts Mon,

understand that.

I

which I can

I nean,
."

I can't be with
‘

Sandra feels her dilenna le worse because ehe is the
youngest child and there ie no one else at hone but her
and her nother.

John also expreesed his concern that his nother
needed "eonebody she could talk to."

John has trled to
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listsn,

but “sha won't talk to ns."

bothsrs his nothsr,

John said shs worriss about hin and

what is going on with hin.
dirsctly.

Uhan askad what

Yst,

thay do not discuss this

Sandra'a nothsr also worriss nostly about har,

and thay continus to havs conflict.

Cathy's parants physically saparatsd Just 2 wasks
prior to ths lntsrvisw.

Sha said shs has known for nonths

that thay wars going to gst a divorcs and has wishcd that
thay would saparata for yaars.

Cathy said that shs fsals

shs had to "taks cars of" har nothsr and fathsr and bs ths
"nain connunicat1on" bstwsan than.

Cathy's anbivalsnca

about har position bstwsan har parants is avidsnt.
(har fatharl
nornal.

axpacting na to handla his narriags is not

It's Just not sonsthing I,

could do it,

"Hin

I want to do.

If I

I would, but thara's nothing I can do."

Cathy thinks ths ssparation and divorcs will hslp frss hsr
fron rasponsibility for har parants.

Sha playsd a cantral

rola in ths actual ssparation by running away fron hons,
succassfully achiavlng har goal of having har nothsr nova
out in ordsr to gst Cathy to cona back.
Aftar four nonths of ssparation, Craig stlll·hopas
his parants will gst back togsthsr.
hard to achisvs that.

1

Hs has parsuadsd his fathsr to sand

his nothsr flowsrs, taks har out,

’

Hs ia working vary

fasily hona which his nothsr laft.

and bsgin dscorating ths

Ha talks at langth

with his nothsr about ths posslbility of har rsturnlng.
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Yet,

he feels unsure that a reconciliation is the right

answer for his parents.
Dad back together.

"I'n really trying to get Mon and

She's sort of gone along with the idea

but we are still afraid that he is gonna change."

The

strain of this responsibility has affected his school
work, his appearance,

and his relationships.

try to get ny life together and

I’n

"I'n gonna

gonna try to pull

everybody together in the process.“
These four adolescents,

then,

see thenselves as

having nany responsibilities in their fanilies.

Often,

they sound as though they are parenting their parents.
Whatever the reality, these four felt their parents needed
their help.

Each of the three
adolescent lnfornants who live with stepparents described
problens in their relationships with then.
lived with stepparents in the past.

Two others had

Those relationships

ended in divorce with no current contact.

l

For the three adolescents who nentioned problens with
stepparents,

there seened to be a feeling that the

stepparent was an intruder in the fanily.

This was less

evident when the stepparent had been in the fanily since

;

the adolescent was a young child.

’

Two of these

adolescents had lived with stepnothers for five years or
less.

Each of then expreseed sone disconfort with their
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stepnothers, especially when they feel she is "acting like
a nother."

One of these adolescents,

Joint custody,

know,

lives in

with alternate weeks spent with her mother

and her father and stepnother.
then.

Susan,

She conpares the two oft

"At tines ny stepnother gets on ny nerves.

You

I guess I conpare her with ny non but that's cause

ny non gets on ny nerves.

So,

I don't know."

Susan

recognized that her nother and her stepnother were quite
different,
mother,

that her stepnother is nore "wifey" than her

and that her stepnother is nore organized,

ls closer to Susan's own patterns.

which

Susan finally

concluded that the problen was that she did not know her
stepnother well enough to be really confortable or open
with her.

"I don't think I have ever yelled at her.

.

.

.It’s kind of like I can’t because I don't know her well

‘

enough."

Their relationship,

distant.

"Ue get along and everything but it's Just nore

then,

is_Just rather

like I get along with an aunt that I didn't know that well
or sonething."
The third adolescent in this group had lived with his
nother and stepfather since he was 6 years old.
tines during the interview,
as "Dad“,

L

he referred to his stepfather

differentlating between hin and hls father by

calling his father "ny real Dad."
’

Several

Steve frequently

referred to his nother and etepfather as "ny parents."

He

expressed a lot of anger toward both his nother and
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stepfather.

He did say that his stepfather "kind of rules

everything and he makes.

.

.them

if he had never cone around,
about anything."

{the rules].

You know,

I wouldn't have to worry

Later in the interview,

though, Steve

said he was not sure that his life would be much different
if his stepfather was not there because he was not sure
that the rules did not really cone from his mother and
were Just supported by his stepfather.

Thus,

Steve seems

to have more fully integrated his stepfather into his
concept of family,

perhaps because his stepfather has been

a part of his family for so long.
Problems with stepparents were discussed by all
adolescents living in stepfamilias.

l

For two of the three,

remarriage had occurred within the past 5 years.

Thus,

they had to adgust to this new relationship during

·

preadolescence.

Steve,

in contrast,

had lived with a

stepfather for almost 10 years and did not seem to think
of him as a stranger,

in the way the others had.

All

three seened to feel lt was important to state that their
stepparents were different than their same sex natural
parent.

Even Susan,

who seened to like her stepmother,

felt distant towards her,
get to know her better.

Z

as though somehow she could not
Each of these adolescents seemed

to feel the loss of their parent and were uncomfortable

‘

with any replaceeents or any change in family patterns.
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Two of the adolescents
I
interviewed spoke of having problees with their school
work during the tine of their parents'

divorces.

John did

not pass 2 years in school about the tine of his parents’
separation and divorce.
heavily at that tine,
his school work.

John also was using illegal drugs

which certainly nust have influenced

He says he is doing better in school now

and plans to conplete high school even through he will be
18 this year and in the 10th grade.
Since his parents’

separation a few nonths ago,

has had a hard tine concentrating on school.

Craig

He was

taking exans at the time his mother actually noved out of
—

the house.
.

.

"Slnce I have had to hold everybody together.

.work in school has gotten really low."

that if they get back together,

"I'n hoping

then I can start fresh

over next year and really nake ny grades go up."
Cathy,

whose parents separated recently also,

nissed school several days in the past 2 weeks.

has

The

confusion and frequent noves has nade even getting to
school difficult.

This is unusual for her and occurred in

spite of her parents'
Two adolescents,

1

high value for education.
Rob and Jane,

said they maintained

high grades even during the period following their parents

‘

dlvorce.

In both their fanilies, good grades are

inportant, and they received positive attention fron their
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parents for those gradee.
For the adolescents whose school work has declined,

.

there seened to be confusion and lack of stability in
their lives innediately after their parents’

separation.

School attendance declined even when the fanily put high
value on education.

Thus,

priority and attention to

school perfornance is a factor in school work,

but it is

affected by other factors such as the level of stress in
the fanily and the lndividual's way of coping with stress.
Sone individuals coped by giving increased attention to
school work,
likely.

where success and parental praise were

Others,

such as John,

to their problems.

nay cope in ways that add

For those whose school work and

attendance declined with parental separation,

there was a

loss of the predictable pattern of school and of the
possible stability or successes it night provide.

wu
the only infornant to nention naking choices between
fanilies as a problen for hin.

Both his naternal and

paternal grandparents want Ton and his brother to spend
-

holidays and sunners with then.
choices are difficult,
everyone happy.

He feels these forced

that there is no way to nake

He continues to try,

though.

Other infornante that had to nake choices did not
nention then specifically as problens.

·

Sandra was given
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„

the choice of which parent to live with at the tina of her
parents divorce 6 years ago.

She believed that either

parent would understand and accept her choice,
did not view the choice as a problen.
parents separated Just 2 weeks ago,
with which parent to live.
or not to visit her father.

Cathy,

thus she
whose

was not given a choice

She did have to choose whether
She did not feel that her

choice would cause nore conflict between her parents.
Thus,

it did not create a problen for her.

Choices seen

to create problems for these adolescents when the choices
lsaen to be between those that they love,
avoid hurting soneone.

Such choices,

with no way to

perhaps,

reise the

spectre of further loss when someone feels hurt or
regected.
ill will,

When they believe their choices will not create
then the choices do not·seen es problenatic.

ßrgglgmg §v;dggt to Regeagggeg
The problems previously diacussed were those
nentioned by the adolescents during the interviews.

There

also were problems that seened to be inplied in what was
said or that seened to be problens or potential problens
fron a developnental perspective.
assess nornality in adolescents.

It is very difficult to
As Blos says,

nornative assessnent of adolescents nust.

.

"A

.be vague and

incongruous" due to the "high degree of plasticity" and
"conplex phenonencn" of

behavior characteristic of this
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age

(1962,

9).

p.

Thus,

problens were seen only as

potential problens in that they were not typical behaviors
or concerns for this age or they were indicative of
possible psychopathology.

For exanple,

nany of the

adolescents lnterviewed saw thenselves as being nore
nature than their peers.

This early naturity nay indeed

be a positive benefit for then following the divorce of
their parents.

However,

it also nay nean that they have

had little tlne for being a child.

It is not known how

nuch tine for childhood activities is needed for optinal
developnent.

Have these adolescents had the tlne they

need to develop cognitively, socially,

and enotionally

into the adults they so closely resenble?
The problen of early naturity and adult
responsibility is one that nay be seen as only a potential
problen.

Although clinicians speak of the problen of

pseudonaturity,

there is no generally accepted criteria to

define the problen specifically.
intervlewed,

Anong the adolescents

three of the girls appeared to have taken on

sone very adult responsibilities for housework and child
care.

I

"Sonetines I wonder whether it is ne who raised ny

little sister or ny non because we are both around her the
sane anount, as if we both have an equal anount of.
.whatever nade her the way that she is."

Yet,

.

all three

seened to be very close to the parent with whon they
lived.

Fron sone of their descrlptions of their
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experiences,

it seened that they had not yet fully

separated their own identity fron those of their parents.
Thus,

it nay be that their responsibilities were not

conslstent with their levels of real naturation,

if

naturation is considered a process of identity fornatlon.
In a very different way, Sandra and John nay have
natured early.

Neither of then likes to be at hone,

staying away as nuch as possible.

Both have friends who

are older and participate in their activities.
involved in a close heterosexual relationship,
felt they could fully trust this friend.

Each is
but neither

Both are

anbivalent about their perceptions of their nothers' needs
for their help and the conflicts between then.

Sandra and

John each have had legal problens--running away fron hone
for one and illegal drugs for the-other.

These edolescents did not feel that they had grown up
too fast.

When asked,

Jane said she sonetlnes acts

"weird" and watches cartoons occasionally.

"I think

everybody sonetines needs to act a little childish and it
nakes it easier,

I think."

Beth said she probably nlssed

sone of her childhood because she grew up so soon.
I got to do things, naybe not as nuch,

"But,

but I did then."

John believes that his problens related to hone will be
solved when he noves out this sunner when he ls 18.
Another problen,
naturity,

perhaps related to the one of early

is that of the parent confiding in the child as
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a

though the child were an adult.

Several of these

adolescents knew "secrets“ that they did not need to know.
Such secrets may place an unnecessary burden on the
developing adolescent.
Secrets told these adolescents included the knowledge
of a planned divorce or separation before the spouse knew
of it.

Jane,

Cathy,

Beth,

and Craig all were told of one

parent's plan for separation before the parent told
partner.

his

Ton also was told of a planned custody change by

his father.

His father revealed to Ton and his brother

the secret arrangeaent between hin and his ex-wife that
set the criteria for the father to obtain custody of his
sons.

This eecret created a further rift between Ton and

his uncle and aunt,
was revealed,

with whon he lived.

After the secret

the relationship inproved.

Such alliances

within a family do not enhance a functlonal faaily
heirarchy or iaprove fanily relations.
of adult secrets,

Rather,

especially between parents,

knowledge

gives the

adolescent adult status and power for which they nay not
be prepared.
The problen of loneliness aeened to be apparent in
two of the adolescents.

John and Sandra seened to view

the world as though they were all alone.
the other adolescent inforeante,

A

In contrast to

both John and Sandra

often used the pronoun "I" instead of "we".
have conflict with their single parent.

Both of then

Neither feels
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they can confide in their parents or friends.
talk with her older sister and brother.
discussed below,
(sad as John.

Sandra does

As will be

Sandra does not appear to be as deeply*

Yet, both sounded very lonely.

Several of the adolescents appeared and sounded very
sad.

Trish and Sandra both appeared very sad.

Trish

cried softly throughout the interview and said she often
feels very sad at home.
sad.

Sandra sounded very lonely and

She described a lifestyle that nay serve to further

isolate her.

She also talked of feeling "really, really

hurt" sonetines,

when she will "Just cry and cry and cry

and cry and cry."

Sandra appears rather "tough",

though little in the world bothers her.
for her,

then,

as

It nay be hard

to get the help she wants when she is

really hurt.

·»

Sone adolescents evidenced sone of the signs of

_

clinlcal depression,

auch as flattened affect,

thoughts, withdrawal fron activities,
life,

and suicidal thoughts

Association,
be depressed.

1980).

lack of pleasure in

(Anerican Psychiatric

Craig, Cathy,

and John all seened to

Each of then appeared sad,

negative thoughts

(though,

depressive

had nany

this could be a function of the

general topic of the interview),

had withdrawn fron sone

of their usual activities, and seened to have little

pleasure in life Just now.

Both Craig and Cathy were in

the first weeks and nonths after their parents'
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separation.

Both of then were preoccupied with their

parents and the changes in their lives.
classic picture of depression.

·

".

.

Craig presented a

.work at school has

gotten really low, and I used to be so careful of the way
I would dress and the way I looked and now I don't even

I
care.·

I just look terrible.

get it all together but,

And I have been trying to

I eean,

it's just so hard."

The

period following separation has been called a crisis

‘

period.

Both Craig and Cathy seened to be going through a

crisis,

when their predoeinsnt thoughts were focused on

the lneediate problees at hand··help1ng tha1r parents and
themselves reestablish stability.
*

seeing a therapist.

Cathy currently is

Craig was encouraged to seek

counseling and given the naees of counselors.
John appeared to be eore depressed than any of the
other adolescents interviewed.

His parents separated when

he was 11 and he now is 17 while in the 9th grade.
said he soeetines feels depressed,
sleep.

John

for which he goes to

Several years ago John attespted suicide with a

drug overdose.

He deniee suicidal ideation now,

“L1fe's too short."

j

saying

John did say that “All ey friends are

dying," referring to recent deeths of two acquaintances.

r

John also was urged to seek counseling.

‘Each

of the adolescents in the study coped with the
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problsns sxparisncsd in an individual way.

Aa a group,

though, thsss 11 adolascsnts sharsd nany ways of coping.
Succasaful coplng anablsa an individual to contlnus with
nornal, aga-appropriata dsvslopnsnt.

Tha various ways of

coping provldsd sons nsans of attsnpting to gain sons

prsdictabillty and atability in tha llvas of thaaa
adolsscsnts.

Tha ona coping nathod
usad by all of tha adolsscsnta lntsrviswsd was a cognitiva
attanpt to naks sansa of what had happsnsd in thair
fanily.
divorca,

Each adolsscsnt offsrad axplanations about tha
“My
such as
non and dad ars a lot diffsrsnt and

so I don't svsn aaa how thay got along bsfors
d1vorcsl."

[tha

For thrsa adolascsnta-whoss parsnts wara

saparatad nora than 10 yaars ago,
fiva yaars old,

whsn thay wars lass than

sxplanations about tha divorca or

ssparation wars not nsntionsd.

Rathsr,

thay axplainsd in

a cognitiva way how tha saparation affacts thsir livss now
and how thay daal with it.

Again,

thay trisd to naks

sansa of what has happsnsd to than.

·

Thsss adolsacsnts sssnad to naks sansa of divorcs
that followsd parsntal conflict,
apart.

lack of lovs,

or growing

Divorcs following an affalr or drug abusa also was

undarstood.

Sons of tha sxplanations voluntsarsd by thaaa

adolascsnts wars sgocsntric.

For sxanpls,

Jana said hsr
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nother divorced her stepfather,

after five years of

narriage, when she learned he was abusing her children.
"When ny non noticed this happening,

she decided they

should be separated because she d1dn't want that for us.

So that is why that divorce heppened."

Understanding of

the reasons parents divorced did not necessarily convey

I

approval of the divorce.
When their parents had recently separated,

the

adolescents were very caught up in the innediate events.
Without the perspective of tine and with so nany
uncertainties in their daily lives,

Craig and Cathy talkad

of their parents' separations in convoluted, detailed
stories of recent events.

Their views of these events

seened to alternate between fatalistic acceptance and
active efforts to help their parents nake the right
decisions.

Cathy said of her fanily,

TThere's no way we

could have the all Anerican happy hone because of,
know,

all the water under the bridge.

sene ninute, she also said,
narriage workl,

I would,

.

.

."

"If I could do it

you

Within the
Inake their

but there's nothing I can do."

Craig expressed even nore anbivalence,

seening to be

weighing all of the benefits or deficits of their narriage

for each of his parents.

I

hinself.

’

He had not weighed these for

In the acute crisis, then, these adolescents

tried to cognitively understand the changes occurring, but
they were too caught up in the events to organize and
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distill then.
Sonetines the attenpts to cognltively understand
their parents'

divorce were not yet clear or congruent,

even with the distance of years.

John especially

expreesed a need to "really know" what had caueed his
parents' divorce 5 years earlier.
father's ganbling,

He talked about his

staying away fron hone,

about which his nother had told hin,

and an affair

yet he several tines

said that he feared he night really be the reason hie

father left.

"I feel like I'n nostly to blane.

a real pain when I was young."
his father and,
the divorce.

.

.

.I wae

John has no contact with

so, no knowledge of his father's view of

For John,

as for the others,

it ls inportant

to understand in a cognitive, rational way what happened
to his fanily.

Of the 11 adolescents interviewed,

John

seened the nost uncertain of an explsnetion for the
divorce and the nost troubled.
These adolecents tried to cognitively “nake sense" of
their parents' divorce.

Perhaps through attenpting to

understand the reasons for the disruption of their fanily,
they hope to gain nore control of their own lives.

They

used their increased cognitive skills to gain nore power
or control

in their own lives.

Although sone had llved in

a divorced fanily for nost of their lives,
’

they continued

to try to understand what had happened and why.

·
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Eggg;g_plggg.

When asked how the divorce of

their parents would effect their futures,

the infornants

responded with both specific and general ideas.
responses often indlcated previous thought.

The

For sone,

the

responses lndlcated efforts to plan for their futures and
to avoid the problens they anticipated,

based on past

experiences.

Many of these adolescents thought the experiences
they had had would help then ln the future.

Several

thought their greater naturity now would help then avoid
sone problens in the future.
how to avoid sone nistakes.

Others felt they had learned
Jane, who described herself

as nore nature and responsible than nany of her peers,
thought these qualities would help her.

"I will be able

to decide what I an going to do and go on and do then

instead of Just kind of trying to find nyself.“
Others were nore pragnatic about the future.

Rob

thlnks he will have to work his way through college,

since

his parents' dlvorce increased financial concerns in his
fanily.
conflict,

Cathy thought she had difficulty resolving
often actlng as her parents did.

She was

deternined to change this problen in the future.

.

Several adolescent infornants expressed their
concerns about narrlage in their future.
cautlously optinistlc about narriage.

doubtful they would ever narry.

Sons were

Others were

One sald he could not be
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certain if he had found the "right girl" because "we don't

know what the future lies ahead."
understand why their parents'

·

Others had tried to

narriage did not last,

they would not aake the sane sietakee.
created an unusual view_of narriage.

so

This sosetines

"I don't know lf I

want to get divorced when I get narried."

‘This

perspective was echoed by another who cloeely connected
narriage and divorce.

"If I get narriad and then get

divorced and then get narrled,
the second one is right."

I will have to make aure

This was said by Jane,

hoping her father will divorce his second wife.

who is
A couple

of girls stated they do not plan to narry at all.

One did

not want to narry because if she divorced "it nuat be hard
on the kid."

Each talked about being her "own person" and

having nore freedon for travel and career plans lf

_

unnarried.
Considering future plans,

then,

of coping for these adolescente.

seened to be one way

It eeened cloaely

connected to cognitive efforts of "naking senee" of what
had happened in their fasilies.
their lives in the present,

If they had problena in

their plans for the future

lncreased their hopes for a better life.

The specific

plans they had reflected their own experiences, naturity,

and values.

Many of the adolescenta
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interviewed used social withdrawal as a neans of coplng,
another typical adolescent coping pattern.
the lnfornants,

For nost of

this social withdrawal took the forn of

spending tlne alone,

usually in their own bedroons,

whenever they are especially stressed.

Sonetlnes,

further isolate thenselves with nusic.

One girl

they

left the

house to go for walks when she felt sad "because I don't
want ny non to see."

None of then nentioned the tine

alone as being a problen in their fanllies.

It seened to

be an effective way for then to cope with sone stress.
Other forns of withdrawal also were used.
adolescents spent a lot of tine with friends,
fron their own hones.
when he is stressed.

One boy,

John,

In the past,

run away fron hone.
the others longer.

John has used drugs as
"That

[drugs]

was

Three of the infornants had

One was away for only s few hours,
Steve was the only one who planned to

run to his non-custodlal parent,
after a few hours,

staying away

said he sleeps a lot

a way of withdrawing fron his problens,
only an excuse to get out."

Sone

but he returned hone

reslizing he could not travel the nany

hundreds of niles.

·

Craig used social withdrawal to help hin cope with
the extrene stress of his parents'

recent separation.

He

talked of his feeling as though he had to take care of his
parents and try continuously to get then back together.

"So, I've had to let go of ny brother end ny
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grandparents," feeling that he cannot keep up social
relations with then,

too,

Just now.

For nost of these adolescents,
withdrawal

then,

social

into their own roons was an effective way for

then to handle stress, especially fanily stress.
Forsone,
though, going to their roons was not enough.
used other forne of withdrawal fron the fanily,
staying with a friend,

sleeping,

such as

or running away.

Withdrawal seened to be an effective way to avold,
least tenporarily,

IgLg;gg.

They

at

sone stressful situations.

All of the adolescent infornants used

talking to another person as a way of coping.
with their parents.

Only Steve,

with his nother and stepfather,

non-custodial father.
custodial parent.

Sone talked

who does not get along
talked to his

All others talked with their

A few described their nother as a "best

friend," while others felt their parents could only have
linited understanding of their problens.

A couple of

infornants talked nostly with their siblings.

Host talked

with friends.

·

There was en interesting contrast between the girls
and boys in their patterns of talking to others.

The

girls talked about personal concerns with friends nore

then boys did.

Host girls talked with friends, although a

few talked nostly with their nothers.

One talked with her
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older sister.

Of the boys,

two talked with their fathers,

two talked with their girlfriends,
nother.

Overall,

and one talked with hie

the girls nentioned talking nore often

than boys as e way they cope with stresses.
Five of the eleven adolescents intervlewed had been
in counseling.

Two thought the counseling had been

especially helpful for then in learning to deal with their
problens.

The others did not nention couneeling ae being

especially helpful or not for their current etresaes.
Talking say be a way to gain lncreased understanding and
to decrease stress by expresslng concerns to othera and
receiving their responses.

Several of the adolescent infornants
used activity to cope with stress..Although others nay
participate ln nunerous activities,

they did not nention

activities and interests es a way to help then cope or
relax.

Church activities and aports were nentioned by

four of the infornants.

They said either that they felt

good while doing these things,

enjoyed being with the

others doing these activities,

received parental pralse

for their participation,

and/or used the activity to "let

off etean”.
Three of the boys nentioned writing es a way they
‘

worked out problens.

Steve and Ton keep diaries or

journals that they write in perlodlcally.

Both boys begen

~
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keeping these years ago at the urging of their fathers.
John writes poetry when he feels especially stressed or
noved by sone event or person.
others about their problens,

Since boys talk less with

they nay use writing to

express thenselves.

Qgg;gl.

Denial also was used as a coping nethod.

Three adolescants said they had little or no nenory of
their fanily before their parents separated and had no
nenory of the actual separatlon,
questioned.

even when directly

These adolescents were 6,

when their parents separated.
nenory at these ages,

9,

and 10 years old

Host children have sone

even lf not continuous nenory,

especially of significant events.

It ls possible thay did

not wish to discuss these nenor1es.or that they did not
wish to think of a difficult tine in their lives.

Again,

this gave then control over the events about which they
had to think or talk.
Of note is the apparent absence of denial by these
adolescents in discussing fanlly situatlons.

l

There seened

to be congruity between what was said at one t1n•·and
another about the fanily or specific sltuations.

Often

anbivalence was expressed about certain feellngs or
situations.
‘

However,

there did not seen to be any denlal

of the perceived reality, as, for exanple, expressing

unfounded hope that everything would be gust £1n• soon or
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their parents would decide to renarry.

Craig,

whose

parents suddenly separated several nonths earlier,
express strong hope for his parents'

reunion,

did

but this

hope seened to be founded in sone reality.
Several of the infornants told of tines they used
denial with friends or in school.

_

For exanple, Susan told

no one—-friends or teachers-·about her parents'
separation.

Knowledge of the divorce cane out only a year

later when she began unexplained crying at school.
infornants said they discuss their parents'
divorce with very few friends,

separation or

nost often with a best

friends whose parents also are divorced.
girls,

Other

Boys,

nore than

seened to deny to others the reality of their

parents' separation or divorce.

Qggg;.

Several of the adolescents expressed a

great deal of enger at their parents and their life
situations.
interviewed.

Sone anger was nentioned by nost of those
Tin,

Sandra,

anger to a nerked degree.
¤•tw§•¤

5 and 11 years ago.

and John,

however, expressed

Each of their parents divorced
Tin had received h1s·report

card just prior to the interview and had not done as well
l

es he had hoped.
this.

His anger nay have been heightened by

All of his anger for 90 ninutes was directed,

though, at his nother and his stepfather.

He did not

differentiate between the two of then and expressed neny
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long—standing resentnents.
U

Sandra and John were less overt in their expressions
of anger.

Both seened to feel sonewhat burdened by their

nothers, both of whon were described as depressed and
worried about their children.

Both Sandra and John had

had sone problens with school and the connunity,

perhaps

associated with overt expressions of their anger.

Both of

then lived in poorer sections of town and had had a major
nove,

following the divorce,

university town.
positively.

Both,

Sonehow,

from nore rural areas to the

though, described the nove

their efforts to cope were now

funneled into enger prinarily.

Yet,

the fact that they

volunteered to participate in this study showed that they
were still willing to talk.

Throughout the interviews
with these adolescent infornants,

it was evident that each

had an individual view of the experiences they discussed.
These individual perspectives certainly affected the way
they experienced and responded to the events in their
lives.

For sone,

the perspective they expressed seened to

be developed into an individual philosophy that helped
then interpret their experiences.

U

Several lnfornants

expressed these views as direct quotes fron their parents.
'

Yet,

with the nillions of words spoken to then by their

parents,

they chose to renenber and use these.

-

Others ala
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not give attribution to their philosophical statenents.
°

Two boys provided contrasts of these personal

philosophies.

One

boy,

Steve,

seened to view everything

fron a very personal, rather negative perspective.
wanted very nuch to live with his father.
do that,

He

If he could not

nothing was good and there was nothing that could

be done about it.

He has lived with his nother and

stepfather for about 10 years.

For whatever reasons,

he

perceived that he had little power to change or influence
the events in his life.

He described hinself as feeling

"trapped“.
In contrast, another boy said,
for the bright side of things."

"I always try to look

This boy,

Ton,

had

experienced the divorce of his parents at a sinilar young
age as Steve.

Ton also had experienced the death of each

of his parents.

He does seen to be happy now,

his aunt and uncle,

who have adopted hin.

living with

Although Ton

talked about the difficulties he had experienced,

he also

said he feels he is a better person for all that has
happened.

The events of his life have helped hin "put

things nore in perspective,

you know,

it's not as·bad as

it seens end it could be a lot worse...."

The individual view of each of these adolescents

E

affected their responses to the experiences they had with
'

divorce.

One girl,

for exanple,

seened happy and
V

W•ll•¤dJUst•d,

yet she very nuch wanted a "nornal fanily°'•
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She did not view her fanily,
Joint custody,

as normal.

with divorce,

Another girl,

lot of responsibility at hone,
ettrlbuted to her father.
responsibility,
[the divorcel

and

who had assuned a

expressed a philosophy she

"If you take on the

Just do the best you can.

well,

renarriage,

I handled it

the next person nay not."

There

seened to be no pattern or evldent contrasts related to
the philosophy each of these adolescents had developed.

Several other coping nethods were described or used
by the adolescents during the interviews.
include high achievenent in school,
fantasy.

These nethods

regression, and

These ways of coping are less connonly used by

adolescents in general and were used by fewer of the
adolescents in this study.
Two adolescents,

_

Rob and Beth,

proudly nentioned in

the interviews that they had naintalned high grades in
school throughout the etresses in their fanilies.

Both of

then received pralse and recognition fron their parents
for their achievenents.

Also,

they both seened to feel

very positive about thenselves in this regard.
their fanilles,

p

In each of

school achlevenent was given high

priority.
·

Trish and Cralg both used fantasy when discussing the

future, perhaps as a way of coping with a present that 1s
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difficult.

Both felt very responsible for their parents

and were concerned about the financial difficulties
their
fanilies are having.
and power.

Both fantasized a future with noney

Each of then planned to use their noney and

power to gain control of their own lives and to give
lavish gifts.to their parents.

Trish says in her future,

"I would like to be able to go everywhere and travel and
you won't have to worry about fanily."
to go into show business,

Craig,

plans to own an expensive sports

car and to buy each of his parents a nansion,
'en one great big one,

who plans

“or Just buy

lf they get back together."

Although these plans possibly nay be realistic for either
Trish or Craig,

they are using these fantasies of a better

tomorrow to cope with difficult todays.
Craig,

whose parents separated recently,

was the only

infornant who clearly used regression as a way to cope.
He even seened to be conscious of doing this.

He rather

polgnantly described going to his grandnother's attic to
find sone of his old toys,

"To sort of nake nyself see

what all that I've been nissing while trying to worry
about then

(his parents)."

has been experiencing,
to cope,

With the extrene stress Craig

he nay have needed to use nany ways

including the use of fantasy as he was when

younger and life,

perhaps,

was sinpler.
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Discussion
The lives of the adolescents in this study were
affected in profound ways by the divorce of their parents.
There were both positive and negative experiences that

each of then associated with the divorce.

Bach had

developed ways of coping with these changes,

ways that

sonetines did not enhance their developmental progress.
There were thenes evident through the experiencea of all
these adolescent infornants,

with notable individual

differences.
The predoninant thene evident throughout the positive
and negative experlences and the coping efforts was that
of the desire to increase predictability and stability in
the lives of these adolescents.

The separation and

divorce of their parents had changed the fundanental
relationshlps within their fanilles.
family was shaken.
unpredictable,

Stabllity within the

Daily patterns of life becane

at least tenporarlly,

and for sone renained

unpredictable.
Several research studies have indicate that it takee·
2 to 4 years after narital seperation for adults to
reestablish continuity in their lives

al, 1979;
1980).

Wallerstein, 1985b;

During this tine,

(Hetherington,

et

Wellerstein & Kelly,

there usually is discontinuity

or unpredictability in the parenting role.

Thus,
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children,

who depend on their parents for nuch of the

stability in their lives,

experience the loss of parental

predictability during this tine.

The current behavior of

a child is related nore to the current stabillty of
parents and lifestyle rather than past experiences
(Wallerstein & Kelly,
_

1980).

This was true for the 11 adolescents in this study.
Those who lived in stable environnents seened to be less
stressed.

Those who had to try to provide nost of the

stabllity thenselves,

by assuning increased responsibility

for thenselves and their fanilies,
problens.

experienced greater

This group seened to fit into two of the

patterns of identity fornation described by Marcia

(1980).

Those with very close fanily ties seened to have Identity
Foreclosure,

or early connitnent to fanily values without

differentiatlon of self.

Those who were withdrawn fron

their fanilies seened to be in Identity Moratoriun,
actively struggling with an identity crisis.

or

Both of

these patterns indicate sone difficulty in establishnent
of a unique,

separate identity,

task of adolescents

(Erikson,

For an adolescent,

which is the developnental

1968).

·

with rapid physical changes or

changes in cognitive ebilities or with frequent concerns

Z

‘

over changing friendship patterns,

there is little

personal stability in daily life.

The fanily of an

adolescent needs to provide protection,

nurturance,

and

.
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guidance for the edolescent,

renaining strong yet flexible

to acconnodate the rapid changes
The fanily of an adolescent,

<Preto and Travis,

1985).
'

then,

should provide sone of

the stability and predictability in their lives as a
"backdrop" for establishing identity.
The adolescents in this study had experienced nany
losses associated with the divorce of their parents.
all had lost their original

intact fanily unit.

had experienced the loss of a parent,
financial stability,

They

Sone also

security of place,

success in school, and a relative

freedon fron responsibility.

Sone lived with stepparents,

which they experienced as a loss of predictabillty in that
parenting role.

The effects of these losses varied fron

indlvidual to individual.
losses,

For sone there had been nany

with nore than one divorce,

a death,

noves, or greatly increased responsibilities.
the losses had been linited.
losses,

In general,

nultiple
For others,

the greater the

the greater the stress.

The nore recent the parental separation,
the stress.

the greater

This stress seened to be related nostly to

the unpredictability of daily life,

with nany changes and

losses occuring innediately after separation.
whose parents separated in recent nonths,
noves, changing living patterns,

For those

there had been

increased financial

concerns,

and narked feelings of responsibility for their

parents.

They seened to feel that sonehow they should be
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able to nake things better.

For those whose parents had

separated several years earlier, there was less apparent
stress.

Sometines this seened to be because the

adolescent had assuned major responsibility for household
_

and childcare responsibilitles,

creating sone stability

and predictability for thenselves at hone.
For sone of the adolescents in this study,
of the parent had renained unpredictable.

the role

Sons of these

parents related to their adolescent child as a confidant
and/or peer.

These adolescents had been told adult

secrets and given adult responsibilities.

Although these

adolescents viewed these as indicators of their naturity,
they nevertheless were burdened by these responsibilitles.
This finding was consistent with those of Wallerstein,
described sinilarly overburdened children

who

(1985b).

Host of the adolescents interviewed thought that they

were nore nature than nost of their peers as a result of
their parents'

divorce.

increased freedon,

Haturity was equated with

with increased responsibility,

a broader perspective on everyday life.

and with

The boys talked

of freedon and nore independence as signs of their
naturity.

A few boys talked of feeling increased

responsibilities for their nothers,

in a rather cavalier_

fashion rather than personal or pervaslve responsibility
like the girls assuned.

Host of the girls who were the

older sister in their fanily talked of

1ncr••s•d

u
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rasponsibility for housahold work and childcara as
indicatora of thalr naturity.

Both boys and girls talkad

about a broadar parspactiva that halpad than know that
nost problans can ba nanagad and confidanca that thay can
handla a lot thansalvas.
natura,

Cartainly,

this parspactiva is a

salf-confidant ona.

Thara was narkad sax staraotyping,

than,

in tha kinds

of rasponaibilitias assunad by thasa adolascants.

It nay

ba that tha fanilias and tha connunity rawardad thasa
bahaviors and attitudas with approval.

It nay ba that

both boys and girls wantad to do sonathlng to halp
incraasa tha stability and pradictability at hona.

Tha

girls nay hava found obvious naads which thay could fill,
auch as doing tha laundry or cooking,
approval for doing thasa things.

.Th•

and racaivad
boys nay hava saan

sinilar naads and aithar did not hava tha skills and did
not acquira skills to naat thasa naads or wara dlscouragad
fron asauning thasa rasponsibilitias.
away fron hona nora,

Thay,

than,

stayad

aspacially whan strassad.

°

Most of tha adolascants thought thara wara positiva
axpariancas associatad with tha divorca of thair parants.
Many of thasa posltlva axparlancas wara onas that
incraasad tha stablllty and pradictability in thair livas.
Thasa poaitiva axpariancas includad graatad naturity,
·

incraasad closanass to parant or fanily, and dininishad
confllct batwaan parants.

Baing nora natura anablad thasa
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adolescents to depend on thenselves nore with less
dependence on their parents.

The increased closeness sone

had with their custodial parent or with their parent and
siblings gave then greater security and predlctability and
an inportant role within their fanilies.
less parental conflict,

When there was

one threat to stability was

y

dininlshed.
The two adolescents in Joint cuetody felt that they
had increaeed opportunities and experiences related to
their parents'

divorce and the custody arrangenenta.

They

were glad to have these opportunities to experience

different living arrangenents and to visit different
relativen.

Both also were glad in sone ways that they

changed houses each week,

each parent.

es it provided "e break" fron

Engoynent of diverse opportunities and

experiences seens typical of adolescents.
of

“a

Also,

engoynent

break" fron parents seens appropriately a part of

the individuation process of adolescence.
there in stability and predictabllity,

Perhaps when

which was

apperently provided by both parents of each of these
adolescents in spite of the frequent physical housing
changes,

there can be nore opportunity for typical

adolescent developnent.
The coping strategies used by these adolescents
·

_

helped then to increase the control in their own lives

either by gaining nore stability and predlctebllity ln
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their fanilies or by decreasing their involvenent in the
fanily by increasing involvenent in activities outside the
All of these adolescents tried to "nake sense" of

fanily.

what had happened in their faniliee.

Not having an

cognitive understanding that wes acceptable to then was
very stressful.

They attenpted to gain cognitive

understanding by talking with their parents,
friends,

their aiblinga,

or counselors.

their

They also apent

nuch tine thinking about thaae past events.

All of these

adolescents used sone forn of social withdrawal fron the
fanily,

such as spending tine alone in their roon or going

out with friends.
such as sports,

For sone, activities outside the hone,

church or clubs,

or increased focus on

schoolwork, provided then with positive feedback fron
their fanilies end lncreased involvenent outside the

fanlly.

l

Uellerstein end Kelly

(1974)

concluded that

adolescents who withdrew sonewhat fron close fanily
involvenent during the stress of divorce did better than

those who renained involved in their fanlly.
adolescents in the present study,
true.

For the

that was not entirely

Those who seened the leaet involved or who stayed

hone the least seened nore lonely and described nore
difficulties with friends.

Those who were nost involved

I
·

with their fanily seened to be very close, with little
separation fron their fanilies es is usually seen at this

~
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stage of adolescense.
best,

then,

Those that appeared to be doing

were those who naintained sone fanily

involvenent but also developed relationships and
'

activities outside the fanily.

There were three dinensions of contrast of interest
based on the literature:
of the child,
child.

age at the tine of divorce,

sex

and availability of the parents to the

The age and sex of the child created sone slight

differences in the experiances of these adolescents.

The

availability of the parents seened of greater inportance
in their experiences.
Age st the tine of divorce seened to have few effects
on the experlences of these adolescents,

other than those

whose parents had very recently separated.

Since all of

the adolescent infornants were freshnen in high school and
close to the sane age,

age at parental separation

interacted with the tine since divorce.

Many of the

infornants did not distinguish between parental separation
and the legal divorce.

Each lnfornant was allowed to date

experiences fron whlchever event seened proninent for that
individual.

For those adolescents whose parents had

divorced nore than 10 years ago, when they were less than
six years old,

;

there were few nenories of their fanilies

before the divorce.
‘

Indeed, there were few nanories of

their fanlly or of the separation/divorce for nany of

these adolescents before age 10.

Living with stepparents
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-

for many years prior to adolescence seened to eake lt
easier to accept the stepparent,

·

perhaps since there was

llttle mesory of another mother or father.

Wallersteln

(1984) felt that having few memories of the lntact family
sade lt easier for adolescents to adguet to living in the
dlvorced family.

However, for each of the adolescents in

this study who were younger at the time of dlvorce,
were a nueber of other losses,

auch as subsequent

remarrlages and dlvorces or multiple moves,
the changes ln their faellles.

there

that added to

It ls impossible, then,

to

separate the effects of age fros the effects of all these
losses.

There were no remembered experlences, either

positive or negative,

that seemed to relate predomlnantly

to age at the time of dlvorce.
For these adolescents,

the notable difference

according to the sex of the child was ln their
responeibllltles and related definitlons of naturity and
ln their use of talk as a way of coplng.
dlfferences were stereotypical,

These

with the girls assunlng

responelbllltles for housework and childcare.

The girls

also talked more about their probless with parents,
friends,

and relatlves than the boys did.

sore independent,

with lncreased freedoe.

The boys became
It ls not

clear whether these dlfferences are from dlfferentlal
feedback from their famllles or the community or are from
some lnherent dlfferences within the adolescents and thelr
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fanilies.

The nagor contrast evident throughout the enperiences
of these adoleecents was in the availability of both the
parents to their child.

Availability indicates not only

the physical aseessibility of the parent but also the
enotlonal connitnent of the parent to the ch1ld's
well-being.

Adolescents who had nore than a single parent

available to then spoke of nore positive experiences and
appeared to be less burdened by the divorce.

Sone

adoleecents spoke of grandparents or other relatives who
were available to then and seened to provide sone
nediating effect when only one parent was available.
Older siblings who were available eeened to provide
einilar nediation.

Only one boy nentioned an adult friend

who seened to fill this sane role briefly.

The research

literature on fathering suggests·that one inportant role
of fathers ls as a contrast to nothers,

providing the

child with nore diversity in interactions and an
additional relationship with different interpersonal
qualitles (Lanb,

1975).

Sone research would suggest that

children who regularly lnteract with both their fathers
and nothere are nore adaptable
Kotelchuck,

1973).

<Spelke,

Kagan,

Zelazo,

It nay be that two parents,

&

and to sone

extent two relatives, are inportant to adoleecents for
sinilar reasons.

A relative,

nore than an adult friend,

nay provide abiding continuity that enhances the
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predictability and stability of fanlly life.

These

factors ney be of inportance to the single parent as well
es the children.
The positive experience the adolescents in Joint
custody had with having "a break" fron one parent to the
other would seen to support the inportance of the
availability of two parents.

inportant for adolescents.

Perhaps this is especially

During the process of

establishing an individual identity,

it nay be easier to

separate fron two parents than fron one.
with one parent,
towards.

Also,

When frustrated

there is another relationship to lean
considering the extrene closeness between

several adolescents in this study and their custodial
parent,

it nay be easier to think of leaving a parent when

they will not be so alone after their adolescent is gone.
The individual philosophies that each adolescent
_

brought to these experiences nodified their response.
Philosophies were evident in the way they viewed their
experiences.

Most of these adolescents viewed their

fanily structure as sonehow different or no longer

"nornal".

Sonehow, in a society with over one nillion

children a year experiencing parental divorce,

these

adolescents perceived their divorced fanilies as different

fron those of their peers.

Since adolescents typically

want to be like all their friends,

for then.

this view was stressful

Yet, sone adolescents saw such streseee es
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chellenges that they could overcone.

Surviving these

challenges nade then stronger and surer of thenselves in
neeting future challenges.

Other adolescents felt these

challenges to be sonewhat overwhelning and beyond their
control.
—

They continued to try to neet the challenges and

gain sone control,

but seened to view their world as a

difficult place to be.
The 11 adolescent infornants in this study
experienced the separation and divorce of their parents as
a loss of stability and predictability in their lives.

1

For sone,

this loss was tenporary.

They had regalned

stability and were continuing with nornal adolescent
developnent.

Others continued to live in unstable and

unpredictable fanilies.

They tried to increase the

stability and predictability in their own lives by using a

variety of ways of coping.

These adolescents seened

either to be delayed in their developnental tasks or very
nature for their ages.
parents,

then,

The separation and divorce of

was experienced by these adolescents as

neither all good nor all bad.

Rather,

it was a nagor

disruption in their lives that had profound effects for
each of then.
These findings are generally consistent with those of

1

Wellerstein
‘

(1980)

(1984,

1985a,

1985b)

and Wallerstein and Kelly

in a longitudinal study of a clinical population in

California.

Wallerstein also found nagor disruptlon
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following parental divorce that was tenporary for sone
adolescents and persistent for others,
positive and negative effects,

that had both

and that was nediated

prinarily by the availability of stable parenting.
contrast to Wal1erstein's findings,

however,

In

the

adolescent infornants in the present study did not differ
in their experiences according to the tine of their
parents’

divorce and,

fanily.

Rather,

thus,

their nenories of their intact

these adolescents seened to use selective

nenory or denial to forget early fanily experiences and
associated losses.

With the systenatic analysis of the

qualitative data fron this non·c1in1ca1 sanple of
adolescents with divorced parents living in the Southeast,
these results generally represent support for the findings
of Uallerstein.

.„
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Appendix 1
Desographic Questionnaire
age---·—-- grade———---—

sale--- fesale---

Are your parents dlvorced?
--—-•—‘-—-If your parents are gg; divorced,

please cosplete

section Q of this questionnaire.

If your parents

ggg dlvorced,

§.s1¤„.<z¤.A.

please coeplete section Q.

h

Do you have close friends whose parents have divorced?
-—yes ·-no
Do these friends talk with you about the divorce or their
relationship with their parents?
———
yes
no --—
Do you sonetines worry that your parents will divorcs?

yes —--

no —--

Thank you.

§9.:$„.L.o.¤.B.
How old were you when your parents divorcsd?

With whos do you live?
-——
Mother
Father -—Mother & Step-father --Father & Step-sother ·-—
Other (What is the adult's relationship to you?)

Q

How long have you lived with these adults?
2 years or less ---—---

Hore than 2 years
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If you do not live with your nother,

how often do you see

her?
alnost every day

--a few tinee a week ~—a few tines a nonth ·—once a nonth or so ·-—

occasionally during the year •—-

never ·-If you do not live with your father,

how often do you aee

hin?
——-alnost every day

—--a few tines a week
—--a
few tines a nonth
—--once a nonth or so
—·-occasionally during the year

-•—never

If you would consider participating in a study of
adolescents whose parents are divorced, please give ne your

nane and phone nunber so that I night call and talk with you
about the study.

Thank you for your help.

Nane ---·-·—---——·--—--—-------—··—·-—-—··—----——-—
Phone ··—··---—------——·——--·-
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Appendix 2
Inforned Consent and Peraission Letter

Dear Parent and Student:

·

As a doctoral student in Harriage and Faeily Therapy at
Virginia Tech, I an interested in adolescents and divorce.
I an studying the experiences of adolescents whose parents
have divorced.
The study will include individual interviews
with each student.
The interviews will last about 1 to 2
hours.‘
Because I an interested in the positive es well as
the negative experiences, I an hoping to include students
who are doing well following the separation or dlvorce of
'
their parents.
The interviews all will be conducted privately and will be
audiotaped.
The tapes will be stored in a locked box, with
access only by ne.
Tapes will be erased at the conpletion
of the study.
Transcripts of the tapes will be nede but
only pseudonyns will be used and any identifying information
will be reaoved.
All written reports of the study will use
these pseudonyns.
Strict confidentielity will be
naintained.
The risks of this study are nininal.
Any
participant nay withdraw fron this study at any time.
Your child has expressed an interest in participating in
this study.
In order for you child to participate, I need
to have the written-pernission of the custodial, end
preferably both, parents and written persission fron the

child.

I would be glad to discuss any details of the study

with you at any tine and answer any questions.
ne et 951-3722.

You nay call

Sincerely,
Dianne Birch,

R.N.,

H.S.

‘
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.

Parental Pereission

-·------—-----·—-————-—-----—-•——-·-——— Student’s nase
I have reed the inforeed consent letter for this study of
adolescents and divorce.
I give pernission for ey child tc
perticipete in this study.
—-·-—·—--·------—------——----·—-——-——--------—--—- Parent
——-—-·-—----——————~—·——----——--~——--—·--•·---——---

Parent

Student's Perelssion
I have read the inforeed consent letter for this study of
edolescents and divorce.
I agree to participete in this
study.

--—-·-——----—-—-—-—---·—-——-·-—-_---—-------

Student
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Appendix 3
Interview Schedule
1.
What was life like in your fenily before your parents
were divorced?
a.
Age at separation
b.
How did child learn of separetion?
Feelings?
c.
Age et divorce?
d.
Fesily sesorles before divorce, especially
parenting quality.
2.

What has life been like for you since the divorce?
e.
Probless
b.
Positive changes
c.
School work
d.
Social interaction, especially support systess
e.
Parenting·-how are things different? sase?
f.
Contact frequency and quality with non-custodial
parent
g.
Resarriege, stepfanily relationships
3.
How have you handled the changes that have occured
since your parents have dlvorced?
4.

What has been herdest to handle?

5.

What has been easier then you expected?

6.

What would you like sost to change?

7.
How do you think the divorce of your parents will
effect your future?
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Appendix 4
”
Case Studies

Beth
Beth's parents separated when she was in first grade.
She described her family as "really nice" before her
·

mother began to use drugs and "run around",
Beth was five years old.

When her parents separated,

first I didn't know what happened,
felt like eost kids,

which was when

you know,

"at

I guess I

I felt it was my fault or something,

but now after it all happened, Dad explained to me what
happened.

At the beginning,

I was feeling real unsure."

Beth and her younger sister have lived with her dad since
the separation.
Beth described her dad as "always responsible" and
"made sure we were okay".

"Just the three of us,

moved into an apartment and we got along great."
l

mother "signed us over",

and "after I realized,

she didn’t even put up a fight.

.

we Just
Her

you know,

.it kind of hurt that

she didn't even try to be with us."

A

Beth says that she

knew even at that young age that "ey Dad would take better
care of us.

.

.my Hom was almost never there.

She only

came in like at night when we were in bed and then gave us
a kiss good n1ght."

Beth rarely sees her mother.

amblvalent in talking about her.
with her or nisslng her.

She was

She denied being angry

"I figure she's got problens.
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It's sonething she has to work out."

Later,

she said that

"the hardest thing is knowing that I won’t get to see ny
mother as nuch as other kids see theirs.
.

.

.I have to say,

And knowing that

'My non's in Jail.’"

Beth describes her relationship with her dad as "very
close".
know.

"We talk to each other about what's going on,
If we have a problem at hone,

we talk it out to see

what we can do about it or what's gonna happen."
believes that because of the divorce,

you

She

she and her dad "can

talk things out a lot better than if ny non and he had
stayed together."

Beth assunes a lot of responsibility

around the house and for her younger sister.

She says her

dad did nost of the work when she was younger.
when I started growing up,

I turned eight,

"Then,

I saw what

needed to be done and I Just took the responsibility."
Her dad praised her responsibility and she felt proud of
herself,

Beth says.

"I knew lt had to be done and I

Just

did it."
Beth thinks things went well until her dad renarried
l
She and her stepnother do not "get
five years ago.
along".

"She's Jealous of ne and ny father.... cause

she thinks I'n interfering with her and Dad."

Her

stepnoth•r's f1ve children fron her previous two narriages
are older and do not live with the fanily.

Her fath•r'a

renarriage "pulled us apart a little bit but not nothing
na3or," according to Beth,

and they are still very close.
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Beth says of her stepnother "she thinks Just cause I'll go
·

out to the garage with ny dad and then we'll stay all day
and we will
Jealous."

Just talk or something,

and she gets really

Beth says she has tried to get along with her

stepnother,

but it has not worked.

"Every attenpt you try

to get sonething to try to help the relationship out,
backfires.
house,

.

.She hates to do anything like around the

and I'll do it all without an argument and she

still comes up with sonething to gripe about."
talked with her dad about this "big issue".
Beth,

it

"in the near future,

According to

he will get a divorce.

doesn’t get along with her either.
sister."

She has

He

And neither does ny

This is a secret between Beth and her father.

Her stepnother "doesn’t know they are going to get a
_

divorce yet or anything but she suspects it.“

Beth believes that her parents’ dlvorce has affected
her "Not negatlvely.

It would have to be positive.

all turned out for the better.“

It’s

She thinks she is nore

·
responsible in nany ways.

When asked if she thought she

had nissed sone of her childhood,
was okay.

she responded,

I did everything nost kids did.

then real qu1ck."

"No,

Itl

I Just dld

Beth says she "wouldn’t go out and get

naried real quick" since she knows she can take care of
herself.
inportant.

She seens to feel the second narriage is
"If I get narried and then get divorced and

then get narried,

I will have to nake sure that the second
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one is right."
· Beth gets good grades in school.
supposed to get good grades and so I

"I knew I was
Just did it."

also participated in sports in middle school,
says nade her dad proud.
grandnother,

aunts,

and uncles and is comfortable talking
She also has a friend with

Beth states that she does not feel she

has had any problens related to her parents’

l

which she

She feels close to her

with then about her concerns.
whon she talks.

Beth

divorce.

"Hy

dad always said if you try to do sonething and can't,
I
don't worry about it.
responsibility,
(the divorce)

If you can take on the

Just do the best you can.

well,

I handled it

the next person nay not."

~
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Cathy

Cathy's parents had separated Just two weeks prior to
her interview.

She said she had known her parents were

going to get a divorce for years.
_

several months five years ago,

They had separated for

but they then reconciled.

Cathy said she cried at the time because "I knew it was
gonna get worse and it did."

Cathy's older brother left

for college soon after the reconciliation.
About 1 month ago,

her parents told her they were

going to get a divorce.

They planned to stay together

until a legal separation agreement was completed.

Cathy

was angry that they would continue to live together.
I got real mad cause I didn't like that.

Cause that was

the main reason,

to get away from each other.

what I wanted."

Cathy ran away from home,

overnlght at a fr1end's house.
came and got her,

"And

That was

staying

The next day her mother

and together they left her father.

Cathy believes that "both my parents used me really
bad" to keep their marriage together.
she was in the middle of her parents’

She feels as though
I

marriage.

got my self out of that a couple of times but.

"I mean I
.

.what it

wound down to was that when they stayed together I was in
the middle.

.

.and I tried for so long and so hard to get

out of the •iddle."

Her sother discussed her thoughts

about divorce and plans for the future with Cathy.

“Moe
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was telling ne that she was gonna get a divorce and she
was gonna separate years before Dad even realized that.
And that was pretty rough.“

Both her father and her
“He

nother told her of their frustrations with the other.
told ne sone nore things

.

.

about ny nother and

.

.

.

.she was saying lots of really bad things about ny
Ufather."
Since Cathy and her nother left,
refused to nove fron the house.

her father has

They have been staying

with various friends “And so I have been sleeping on sofa

'

beds."

They are waiting for the court hearing later this

nonth.

"We have been living,

I guess,

for that day."

Cathy thinks her nother's prinary concern now is noney.
She is not sure what they will do until then,

as her

nother is applying for full·tine Jobs since she works
part-time now.

"What is gonna happen is that they're

gonna get separated and divorced.
with ny non.

I know I'n gonna stay

I'n gonna live with ny non and she's gonna

get a Job sonewhere."
Cathy has talked with her father by phone.
like for her to visit hin for the weekend.
that choice,

if I want to see hin,

thought that when I got ny allowance,
.but now I can’t.

anything.

I said,

.

.

'No,

"I gotta nake

but Mon told ne I

couldn't take any noney fron hin anynore.

.

He would

.

.

.I always

I kind of earned

it.

he asked ne last night if I needed

I'n all right.' So,

I did what she
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wanted but.

.

.not really what I wanted."

Cathy also said

she was afraid that her father "was really gonna be nad at
ne for leaving."
nad.

She was relieved to find that he was not

"When you try to straighten things out and then

things Just keep falllng down on you,
nuch I can handle.

.

.

there is only so

.hin expecting ne to handle his

narrlage is not nornal.

.

.

.If I could do it,

there's nothing I can do.

.

.I can't nake then sleep in

the sane roon.

I would but

I can't nake their conversations.

I

wasn't there when they got narried and so I don't know why
they got narried.“
Cathy appeared stressed during the interview,
rapidly,

wringing her hands,

talking

looking very sad at tines.

She has talked about her concerns with her parents,
counselors,
friends,

her friends,

the school principal,

school

adult

and the therapist she has seen for the past year.

"I would be even nore upset if I didn't talk about 1t."
She readily asks for help when she feels she needs it.
Her friends and activities at church have been a source of
pleasure and confort for her.
ASonetines divorce is for the best,
"I'n gonna be all right.
.

I know that.

I'd learn fron it and never regret it.
always the happy hone,

Cathy thlnks.
I always felt like
You know,

the Anerican hone,

really think about lt reallstlcally now,

there's

but if you
there's no way we

could have the all-Anerican happy hone because of,

you
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know,

all the water under the bridge.

Just,

1t'e inpossible."

You know,

it':
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Craig

Craig learned that his parents were going to separate
five eonths before he was interviewed.

"Hon come out and

asked me how I would feel if she were to leave.

.Dad,

.

and I told her that if she wasn't happy that I could
understand that end that I would go with her."

His mother

had been waiting a year to get into the subsidized
apartment.

When she told Craig of her plans,

he asked her

to "spend one more family Christmas together and then we'd
leave".

Craig’s dad was not told of these plans,

found out as Cra1g's mother was leaving.
threats to her,

but he

With nany

his mother decided that Craig should stay

with his dad for a while before moving with her.

During

this brief period, Craig's father frequently was drunk and
"I would be left at hone alone.

.

.and things would worry

me and I thought I was going to have an emotional
breakdown".

"I hid all their guns.

.

.

cause I was afraid

they might get into a big fight or something and I hid all
the steak knives." Craig wrote his nother a note,
she was living nearby,

and asked her to pick hin up after

school at his girlfr1end's house.
with his mother.

knowing

Craig then went to live

Craig was taking exans at school during

this tine.

-

Craig describes his relationship with his dad before
the separation as distant.

"We never got along cause he
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never spent any tine with ne and so ny Hon raised ne
practically by herself."

Craig thinks his dad has changed

a lot since the separation.
tine with ne now."
with his dad.

"He's really spending sone

Craig sonetines spends the weekend

He thinks his dad has changed in his

behavior towards his wife.

"Now ny Dad is redoing the

house and carpeting the roons and things.

.

.

.now and

then.

.

.we all go fishing like down at the river on the

bank.

.

.

.he sends her flowers and things.

there and cries sonetimes and,
back.

I don't know,

I'n sort of hoping that we will,

we do go back,
before.

He goes out
we night go

but I'n afraid if

he will change back to the way he was

And it’s so scarey cause Hon would give up the

apartment and she will have nowhere to go."
his dad has helped his dad a lot,_Cra1g says,

Being with
but "1t's

done both harn and good cause I renind hin so nuch of
Hon."
Craig sees hinself as being very nuch like his
“He

nother.

and ny non,

in the world and,
best friend,

if I have a problen,

I don't talk to ny

I will talk to ny non cause,

understands sone things.“
„

we are the closest of any persons

you know,

she

Craig is proud of the changes

he sees in his nother since her decision to separate.
now works fulltine.

She plans to take sone classes at a

local connunity college.
wants out of life

~

.

She

.

"Cause now she knows shat she

.whereas she was all the tlne
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sitting around in her nightgown cooking and cleaning while
-

he was at work and.
a 3ob."
‘

.

.

.she has always wanted to get her

He described how his aother "has found out the

way" to her own aother's house and haa gone to visit her
several tiaes.

Previously,

she had not seen her nother in

three years because Cra1g’s dad had refused to drive her
there for a visit.
“He

and her like really grew close together cause she

was always the one who,
together."

ne and her,

that held the fasily

Craig is very anbivalent about the separation.

He has had nore tiee with his dad recently and engoys
living out in the country in the fanily house more than in
his ¤other's aparteent.

Yet,

he wants very auch to

protect his nother and help her.
get Ho! and Dad back together.

.

that he is gonna change."

"I's really trying to
._but we are still afraid
r

After asking Craig several tises about his own
feelings,

he finally declared that it was hard for hin to

think about hinself when he was so worried about his
parents.
know,

"How I': getting ny own life back,

in school have dropped sarkedly.
with his girlfriend.
together,
low,

you

I still have to glance over ny shoulder and sake

sure that they're staying right in llne."

»

but,

I've,

Craig's grades

He recently broke up

"Since I have had to hold everybody

you know,

work in school has gotten really

and I used to be so careful of the way I would dress
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and the way I

looked and now I don't even cere."

Craig

denied any thoughts of suicide.
Craig described hinself as trying to cope by focusing
on the nost lnportant people.

"So,

ny brother end ny grandparents.
l

I’n

I've had to let go of

I Just visit then,

but

trying to hold ne and ny father and nother together."

Craig thinks he has becone nore nature because of the
stress.

Craig did telk enthusiastically of a part-tine

Job he hopes to have this sunner.
the noney he will earn.

He has great plans for

He wants a sports car for hinself

and "I think I'll buy ny non a nanslon.
nanslon.

Or Just buy

back together.“

ny dad a

And,

'en one great big one,

if they get

Craig also tries to reduce his stress by

taking "ell kinds of vitanins end I dance every evening

when I get hone."

,_

Regressing to an earlier,

sinpler tine in his life is

enother way Craig has tried to cope.
nade nyself go back.

"This past weekend I

I went to ny grandnother’s and she

has a big attic full of ny old toys and things,
over there and pleyed with
sort of,

you know,

'en and things for a while.

To

neke nyself see what all that I've been

nissing while trying to worry about then.
one big thing at the tine,

And I noticed

that sone of the parts of the

collections of the toys that I have had,

sone of

been nissing fron when they had been fighting,
know,

and I went

I hadn't been worried about the toys,

'en had

and you

Just about,
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worriod about Mon and Dad.“
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Jane

Jane is not sure how old she was when her parenta
divorced,

she thinks about six years old.

She renenbera
·

nothing connected to the divorce,

she says,

and has only a

few disconnected nenories of fanily life prior to the
separation.

Her nother also told her that her dad atopped

giving hie children any attention after the birth of her
youngest sister.

Jane renenbers "ny non having sone nale

friends and I renenber ny dad not playing with ne."

Her

nother has told her that she "had been glad when they
decided to get a divorce" because her nother's nale
friends would play with her.
Jane and her two siatera rarely saw their father

y

after the divorce.

Last year her_nother "had gotten

worried about what would happen to us if she died or
sonething" and decided that the girls needed to nake
contact with their father.
with their nother,
all.

.

.

When they visited their father

"he aeened kind of indifferent about it
wet

he didn't really seen to care about.

were doing,

.

.what

our problens or anything....but since I

have been away fron hin so long,

it didn't really bother

ne."
About a year after the divorce,

her nother renarried.

Jane did not like her stepfather, even though he legally
adopted her and her sisters.

"He nentally abused us .

.
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.and he physically abused ny sister."
"noticed this happening,
separated."

When Jane's nother

she decided that they should be

After six years of narrlage,

"she told us she

was going to ask hin about getting a divorce before she
told hin and she was surprised that we were happy about it
because we didn't want to show her how nuch we disliked
hin,

because we d1dn't want to nake her unhappy about it."
Jane seens to be sonewhat anbivalent about the

divorce,

which occured about two years ago.

really sad for ne because of the fact that I,
net his parents and his fanlly,

"It was
of course,

and his fanlly was really

nice people and I

like his fanlly a lot.

grandparents.

.I'n thinking about naybe seeing then

.

.

So,

but we are afraid like if we go to see then,
to see hin.

.

.

.”

I niss those

we may have

Jane talked wlth fondness and longing

for the nany nenbers of her stepfather's extended fanily.
After the second divorce,

Jane's nother noved to be

near her parents and to return to school

"because she want

to get a career so we don't have to worry about not having
l
enough noney or incone."
Both Jane's father and her
stepfather were in the nilitary,
tines.
V

so she has noved.nany

She thinks the frequent noves are both good and

bad.
The nore difficult experlences after the divorces for
·

Jane have been the lack of noney and the lack of tine with
her nother since she has returned to school.

Jane wlshes

~
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for eore aoney for clothes or to go out with her friends.
’
"Sonetines I can't go when they ask,

but you know I try

and think of things we can do that don’t cost a lot."
Jane recognlzes that her mother needs to spend tine
studying and ls glad her grandnother ls nearby to help,
needed.

"Ue're left alone a little bit aore.

.

lf

.and

sometines I have to be on ny own with sone things but I
have done that for a long tine."

Jane tries to accept

that these long hours are necessary and looks forward to
her mother's graduation this summer.
life ls Just for us,

"It's not like her

she has to do things for herself,

too."
The most difficult problems of all since the divorce,
according to Jane,

is helplng her nother decide where she

wants to work and live after she flnishes school,

"because

you know we're involved in that and she talks to us about
it."

Jane recognizes that "the ultiaate choice is hers“

about what kind of Job she takes,
and whether they will nove again.
difficult for her,

with what kind of hours,
Jane says this is

"Just trying to learn how to accept the

decision if it wasn't the one I wanted."

.

Jane worrles about soaethlng happenlng to her eother.
She is not sure if she wants to know what is in her
eother's will,

-

sisters.

who will be the guardians for Jane and her

Jane nentioned this concern several times during

the lnterview.

She says she knows her mother probably
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will not get in a drunk driving accident,
I
not drink and is a safe driver.
her nother will kill herself.

since she does

She also does not think
"So thera’s not that Juch

A
chance that she is going to be killed either because I

don’t think there are nany people to even dislike her."
Talking with her nother is Jane's najor way of
handling stress.

She also talks with her friends.

Their

family has had fanily counseling and her nother and
youngest sister still see a counselor occassionally.
Jane feels that talking has gotten her through her
stresses.
Jane feels that one of the good experlences related
to the divorces is her relationship with her nother.

"I

guess I have a closer relationship to ny non than e lot of

people ny age....I think I 3ust_got closer to her

because I was older and sonetines she talked to ne about
problens.

.

.a lot of nons would not do that,

they want to

protect their children and ny non is not really like that.
She wants us to know that life 1sn't as easy as people
think it is and we should be prepared for 1t."
Jane also thinks she is nature and responsible.
'

attributes these qualltles to being
children aren't."
the renarriage,
—

“in

a situation nost

She had to adgust to the divorce,

and then the abuse.

out about his abuse,

She

then

"Once ny non found

she wanted ne usually to etay with

then (her sisters) when she wasn't around .

.

.to try to
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keep anything fron really happening,

if I could.

have always watched ny little sisters.

You know,

did not really leave ne alone with then until
10.

But,

.

.

I

my non

I was about

I have kept an eye on then in the parks,

playing and things like that.

.

while

So I always felt like I

needed to watch then in case ny nother was not around.“
"Sonetines I feel like I grew up too fast,
doesn't usually bother ne.“

Jane thinks,

but that

though,

that

there are sone advantages to being nore nature——doing well
in school, getting along better with adults,

and not

worrying about typlcal teenage concerns such as boys,
popularity,

or conpetition.

Also,

Jane thinks that

worrying less enables her to help her friends with their
problems.

Jane says that she still has fun and acts

“weird sonetines,
.

and I still watch cartoons sonetines.

.

.1 think everybody sonetines needs to act a little

childish."
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John

John is 17 years old and in the 9th grade.
parents separated when he was 11 years old.
prior to the legal separation,

John's

For sone tine

John's father was away a

lot.

"He'd cose hone every once in a while."

says,

he "was prepared for" the news of divorce,

didn't want 'es to split up."

Thus,

John

yet "I

John has lived with his

nother since the separation and divorce and has not seen
his father for years.

His older sister is aarried and

lives in another town.
John worries that the divorce was his fault.

"He

waited until ny sister above ne got out of high school and
then he left.

So,

I feel

like I': sostly to blane but
as.“

everybody tells se I's not but I still feel like I

Throughout the interview, he expressed his concern that it
was his fault because "I was a real pain when I was
young."

John began to ssoke sarigusna when he was 8 years

old and soon began to use cocaine.

"I used to be heavy

into drugs and when Dad started staying away,
and it sessed up ey nose.

.

I used coke

.I got drunk a lot of tises

and I shot up a lot of tises."

John also dealt drugs in

order to support his own drug use and to earn soney.
During this period, he was retained two years in school.
After four or five years of drug use,

John says he quit

using then and "I don't sess with drugs no sore.“

He used
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”

drugs "as an excuse to get out.“

Drugs kept hin fron

having to think or to deal with his problens.

He credits

his girlfriend of the past two years with keeping hin off
drugs.

John also attenpted suicide with a drug overdose

"about two or three years ago."
connit suicide now,

He denies any desire to

"l1fe's too short".

"Sonetines I get in a depressed nood,
I’n hone a

lot.“

goes to sleep.

usually when

When he feels bad about things now,

he

John spends nost of his free tine with his

girlfriend or working.

Sonetines he talks with her about

his problens but does not feel she really wants to listen.
Occasionally,

he talks with her parents.

talk to people but they seen like,

"I've tried to

you know,

doing spilling your guts out to ne?'"

’What are you

He says he cannot

talk to his non and "She won't talk to ne." Yet,

he feels

she needs soneone to talk with, nostly about her concerns
about hin.

John writes poetry and seens very pleased with

what he writes.

Also,

he plays basketball at hone and "I

take a lot of ny frustration out on lt."

John is not

close to his sister or other relatives.
There have been sone positive experiences related to
his parents'

divorce, according to John.

about life real quick."

This nostly cane,

because there was little noney.
<noney>,

I worked."

"I learned a lot
he believes,

"If I wanted sone

John also thinks there are not as

nany restrictions on hin as there would have been if hin

·
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parents had stayed together.
contradiction,
his parents'
soney".

He thinks this is good.

In

John says the hardest thing for his about

divorce is "Me being on ny own.

He is not cospletely on his own,

I sake sy own

though,

“because

I don't have hardly any bllls to pay." At hose with his
sother,

John says "He and Hos get in argusents".

Recently,

"I think we've straightened up a bit sore

norsal.

.We’ve started getting closer."

.

John frequently cossented on his wish to understand
the reasons for his parents’

caused it.

divorce.

I would like to find out."

hisself as feeling like

“I

"I don't know what

He described

got a burden on sy back" with

the divorce and no contact with his father.

He seesed

A
asbivalent about his concerns,

though,

also saying "I

don't have that such on sy sind and I don’t care sbout

such".

"As soon as I sove out this ausser, I won't be

thinking about it no sore."
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Rob

Rob lives in Joint cuetody with each of hls parents.
_

His parents dlvorced four years ago.
who is a year younger,

Rob and hle brother,

spend a week with each parent.

l

Both parents live ln the sane town.
Rob says "I thought everything was fine" in his
family before the separation,
before they got dlvorced,

but he does remember "right

they were arguing a lot".

parents told the boys of their plans to separate.

Both
He

describes his feellngs at the time of the divorce as being
like "sonebody had taken something precious to you away."

The weekly physical nove froe his mother’s apartsent
_

to his father's fern is "a total hassel" for Rob.

This

year they changed the "swltch" dey fron Sunday to Friday
and changed froe two to one·week staye,
things easier.

Rob,

however,

which has nade

likes the contrast in

activities and lifestyle at each parent's place.
see both parents.

"I get to

I have cable at ny Hon's but I have

anisals at ey Dad's.

I live in town with my Mon and I

live in the country wlth ey Dad.

“I

have work to do at

Dad's and I have nothlng to do at ny Hon's except watch
T.V.

It's Just a nice change every week."

Rob also

thinks that Joint cuetody gives hin nore freedom with both
parents.

"You're gonna be going to the other place ln a
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week.

.

.

and that nakes you feel like you can argue with

it if you really wanted to.

.

On Thursday night,

.

non's starting getting on you,

if your

you can Just tell her off."

He cautions that there are limits that both parents
enforce.

In general,

though,

"I think

it’s

nade hone nore

relaxed."
.Rob describes the nost difficult experiences fron the
divorce as his parents’
their children.

often over expenses for

He says he often feels like he is in the

niddle of the argunents,
other.

arguing,

defending one parent to the

"You're kind of the other person, defending

yourself,

and it': not good."

"Just knowing that they

can’t deal together and they won't deal with each other",
he tries not to ask for things that require both of then
to agree.

"One of the worst things was the separation

agreenent.

.

."

Asked how he handled that,

Just had to stay out of that one.

he said "I

They did it with the

lawyers."

.

Rob thinks that his dad is very critical of his
nother,

and his nother will not discuss with her sons

anything connected to the divorce.

He tries to ignore his

father's connents about his nother.

He sonetlnes feels

"like I have to take care of ny Mon.

.

like you have to train her."

Also,

.

You feel Just

he has tried to

discuss his dad's recent narriage and resulting problens
with hin.
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Honey was a problem in Rob's fanily before the
divorce.

It continues to be a problen.

Rob believes that

the lack of noney would not be such a big problen if his
parents did not need to support two residences.

He wishes

they were still together "only because of noney."

"I wish

they could have gotten along but if they were gonna fight
like this,

the only reason I would want then together is

so that they would be able to put their money together."
Rob's father renarried last year.

He only knew his

stepnother briefly before the narriage end voiced no
obgections when his father asked his opinion of the
inpending narriage.

Rob felt,

though,

"this 1sn’t quite

right cause you've got this strenger living with you and
you d1dn't know her et all.

."

The marriage only lasted

__

a few nonths.

l

.

Rob said he is worried about the future.
_afraid of what would happen if one of

"I an

'en did nove."

He

thinks he probably will have to pay for nost of his
college education.
Rob describes hlnself as e very good student.
the tine of the divorce,
straight "A's".

¤¤r1§g

hie grades inproved and he nade

He thinks education is very inportant to

both of his parents and "I feel that's ny Job instead of
being hone."

Rob has friends and participetes in sports

activities after school.

Doing things for hinself and

l

being nore independent after the divorce has nade Rob
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"nor• nature than sone of the kids",

he thinks.

He thinks

this increased independence has been good for hin,
worries that "it's nade ny brother lazy.

.

but he

.he's doing

poorly in school and he do•sn't do a lot of things for
anybody else."
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Sandra

Sandra's parents separated when she was nine years
old and the divorce becane final a year later.

Sandra

says that her parents "split because Dad had hin somebody
That had been going on since like before I was

else.
born."

When her parents separated, they both wanted the

three children and decided to give the children the
choice.

Sandra's older brother chose to live with his

father.

Sandra and her older sister choee to live with

their aother.

Both parents were willing to accept the
"Daddy understands when ae and

children’s decision.

(sister) went with ay aoa,

that,

you know,

it wasn't cause

we d1dn't love hin or anything but Just because that's who

__

we wanted to live with."

"At first things were hard," Sandra says about the
separation.
you know,

Then,

ae and

"things started straightenlng out and,

(sister)

were happy pretty auch all the

tiae after aoa'and dad separated."

Sandra continues to

He lives in a nearby county.

see her father periodically.

"I could see hia anytiae I want but I Just don't go see
hin that auch cause.

.

.I'a a teenager,

I got things I

want to do and he's got a life of his own."

She visits

hia aost often on holidays at her paternal grandparents'
house.

"I think if I saw hie aore often.

get along as well as we do.

.

.

.we wouldn’t

.because Dad's a lot nore
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stricter than my mom is."
little girl",

though.

She does miss being "Daddy's

She thinks her dad considers her

"Hom's girl now.“
Sandra does not get along well with her mom.

"Me and

Hom fight a lot but that's Just because she's got her
opinion of things and I've got mine,

and I want to do

things that she don't want to let me do."

Sandra says her

sister used to fight with her mom the same way.
sister is married and no longer lives at home.
in all kinds of trouble.

I mean,

Her
"I've been

I don't think it’s cause

my mom and dad got divorced.

I mean,

mom thinks she's a "bad kid",

according to Sandra.

Her

it’s Just me.“

She

and her mom fight a great deal over rules and Sandra's
activities.

"A lot of people think I'm pretty mature for

my age and mom still doesn't went to leave me alone by
myself.
And,

.

.cau•e she doesn't want to alone by herself.

she doesn't want to go places and do things by

herself.
I mean,

So,

she always wants me to go with her.

.

.

But,

I can’t be with her all of the time and I guess
l

part of it’s cause I'm the baby,
mother's problem,

too."

Host of her

Sandra thinks is that "she feels sorry

for herself....she's had a hard life.

.

.but I can’t

feel sorry for her and be depressed all the time and it at
home and talk to her while she's back in her room crying.
.

.

.I'e 14 years old and I'm trying to grow up for

myself."

Although Sandra denies that she miaees her dad,
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she thinks the hardest things to handle are “Dad not being
around and Mom being so 1nsecure."
Sandra has "been to all kinds of counselors.
been to psychiatrists,

preachers,

Mon and Dad separated cause,
child."

I've

all kinds of stuff since

supposedly,

I'n a problen

Often Sandra talks with her sister and sometimes

her brother about her concerns about her mother.

"A lot

of time Mon upsets me really bad and....I'n really,
really hurt and,

sometimes I get to where I’ll Just cry

and cry and cry...."

Sandra has many older friends,

some of whom she talks with.
says,

Of her other friends,

she

"One minute they could be your best friend and

confidant,

and the next minute,

they'll stab you in the

back...I know that and I accept that....I

Just don't

_\

talk to then that nuch."

Sandra thinks the divorce has allowed her more
freedon,

since "Mon is not as strict ae Dad."

the divorce was good for both of her parents.

She thinks
"I think

the whole entire fanily was better off when Mom and Dad
D
got divorced."
For her future,

Sandra says she does not want to get

married and "I Just don't want kids."
I'n afraid of divorce or anything,
I'd rather have sonebody who.
»

about then,

.

"It's not because

but it's Just.

.

.that

.cares about ne and I care

and have it stay that way,

and have me still

be able to be ny own person without getting narried.

.

.

•
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.I don't want to be deeply in love with this guy,
married,

and then,

year or two years,
·

and get

after we've been married six months,
you know,

a

and ny feelings change and

then have to nake a decision whether I want to be my own
person and divorce him....I'm not the kind of person to
hurt somebody like that.

.

."
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Steve

Steve's parents divorced when he was three years old.
He and his younger sister lived with their father for a
year after the separation,

but custody was awarded to his

A
nother by the court.

Although his father lives in the

Midwest, he naintains regular contact through phone calls
and extended visits during holidays and the sunner.

Next

fall Steve and his sister will go to live with their
father for the school year.
father have renarried.
years ago,

Both his nother and his

His nother renarried about 10

and his father renarried a couple of years ago.

His nother and stepfather have a seven—year old daughter
of their own.
The interview with Steve occurred Just after he had
received his report card,

-

and he was very worried about

the response he would get fron his nother and stepfather.

V

Steve expressed a great deal of hostility toward then.
"There's a lot of conflict between the way ny nother

thinks and the way I think."

U

He feels his nother and

stepfather do not listen to hin and set nany unfair rules.
He has difficulty talking with then about any of his
concerns,

he says,

including girls,

school,

and friends.

Steve described his fanily life with Just his nother as "a
~

lot better than when ny stepdad cane.

because I wasn't in school yet.

I guess that's

I d1dn't have any
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responsibilities or anything."
Steve wants very nuch to live with his father and
stepnother,

whon he likes very nuch.

reach but I never can have it,
dad>."

and that's living

(with ny

He describes himself as feeling "trapped".

his perspective,
custody.

"Uhat I want is in

Fron

there is no hope that his dad will regain

He did not seen to be clear whether or not his

dad had sought to gain custody legally.

Steve says his

parents "don't get along very well but they have never
actually got into a fight because they are never with each

·

other long enough."
The divorce night have been good,
could live with ny dad all the tine.

Steve thinks,

But it wouldn’t be

too good about then fighting all the time.
if they had never broken up,

"if I

But if they,

I would be a lot better.“

Knowing what it is like to live with each of his parents
nakes hin nore frustrated.

“I

know the good and the bad.

But if I was brought up with the bad,
would think there was no other way.
with the good,

which I wish I was,

I would think,

I

If I was brought up
l
but if,

hadn't been brought up with the bad also,

of course,

I

then I wouldn't

realize how good the good was."
Steve has nany friends,
activities,

participates in a nunber of

and does fairly well acadenically.

He talks

about his problens w1th his dad by phone and during visits
and with his friends.

Also,

he keeps a diary.

He has run
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away fros hose but returned before he was nissed.

He

looks forward to living with his dad and stepnother next
year but regrets that it is "Just for the school year,

-

not

really liv•."
With the understanding and encouragenent Steve feels
he recelves fros his dad and stepsother,

he thinks he

could do sust better in school and would be auch happier.
His perception of the contrast between his parents
pervaded the entire interview.
dad was equally as strong.
the time.

His desire to be with his

"It feels like I lose his all

It feels like I can never really have his.

It's Just like a cosing—and-going th1ng."
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Susan

Susan’s parents separated when she was in third
grade,

Just before her ninth birthday.

Both her parents

told Susan and her younger brother and sister of their
plans to separate.
house,

Although her father noved out of the

he naintained contact with his children.

custody was established fron the beginning.

Joint

Both of

Susan’s parents continue to live in the sane town.
‘

She

and her siblings alternate weeks living with each parent
in their houses.

Susan’s father reearried and has an

adolescent step·daughter,

close to Susan’s age.

Susan’s

sother renains single but currently is living with a nan.
Susan clained to have very little nesory of her
fanily before the separation.
used to fight but
think about

1t.“

.

.

She_resenbered that "they

.I guess I was too young to really

About a year after her parents separated

(about the tine of their legal divorce),
realizing everything.
the tine."
about.

.

Susan "started

.and then I started crying all of

She does not renenber what she was crying

She had not told anyone at school about her

parents' separation or divorce,

"it didn't really natter."

Susan briefly saw a counselor during this tine.
At first,
«

Susan and her younger siblings split each

week between eech parent's house.

"But,

week to week used

to be confusing cause it was like three days and four

·
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days,
So,

four days with ny Mon and three days with ny Dad.

it was like really confusing.

suitcase every week."

I had to have a

Susan and her siblings now stay an

entire week with each parent,

switching on Sundays.

This

works better for Susan.

"It's Just like having two

different places to go.

But, when I'n not at ny Dad's

house,
house."

it's not ny house.

I don't think of it as ny

Uherever she is staying is hone for that week.

Susan is very glad that her parents are "friends" and talk
together, naking decisions without fighting.
Susan does well ecadenically in school,
in extra-curricular activities,

participates

relates well with peers,

and did not appear stressed during the interview.
Although she wishes her parents had not divorced
want ny parents to get back together cause.
to be nore nornal and everyth1ng">,

.

<"I’d

.I want 'en

she has carefully

thought through the reasons for the divorce.

"Hy Mon and

Dad are a lot different and so I don't even see how they
got along before."

She describes the hardest things

related to the divorce as "Getting used to ny stepnother"
and adJust1ng to her nother's friend "because he's not ny
stepdsd and he's not ny dad.
another person there."

.

.and it's like he’s Just

Susan describes sone positive

attributes of her stepnother, but she feels she can't

·

always say what she thlnks to her "cause I don't know her
well enough."

Having a stepsister who always lives wlth
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her father and stepsother also is difficult for Susan,
°

although she describes their relationship as "llke
sisters“.

At the beginning of a week with her father,

Susan feels as though she and her slblings are visitors
intruding on "the little fanily",

but that feeling changes

quickly to one of everyone being in the family.
Susan believes that she gets to go more places and
receives nore presents because of the divorce—-travel and
presents with two fanilies instead of one.
S

having more relstives,

“they're like ny real family and

everything and they are really nice to me."
of Joint custody,

according to Susan,

break froa each of ’en".

One advantage

is "I kind of get a

Although Susen several times

expressed a desire for a "normal" family
Beaver'

She enJoys

("the way

is with both his parents and everything"),

'the
she

described her situation in Joint custody as "kind of like
having a norsal fenily but lt's Just a separated nornal
famlly."
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Ton

Ton's parents divorced when he was two years old.

He

and his older brother lived with his nother and regularly
saw his father on weekends and during the sunner.

Ton

renenbers good tines with both his nother and his father.
Hie father was “nanic depressive" and episodically "he
would start to do crazy things".

Ton nostly renenbers his

time with his father as "being lots of fun.

I always

looked forward to it."
Ton's nother died fron cancer when he was nine years
old.

He and hle brother noved fron a large Eastern city

to the Hidwest to live with a naternal aunt and uncle who
had two young children of their own.

Ton and his brother

continued to visit their father during holidays and the
sunner.

During one of these visits,

they were told they

soon would be able to live with their father,
pleased then.

Their father died,

however,

several nonths before the boys noved,
years old.

which

very suddenly

when Ton was 11

Ton and his brother continue to live with his

aunt and uncle and were legally adopted about two.years
ago.

Together they chose to be adopted and to keep their

own surnane.

The fanily noved to the Southeast two years

ago.

-

Soon after their nother's death, Ton and his brother
began seeing a psychologist.

For nonths after hls
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nother's death,

he cried a lot,

especially at night.

Ton

felt that seeing the psychologist helped hin very auch,
dealing with his ¤othar's death,
aunt and uncle",

"gettlng along with our

and dealing with his father's death.

also keeps a diary,

in
-

Ton

sonething his father encouraged hin to

do seven or eight years ago.

He continues to talk to

friends and his fanlly whenever he is stressed with

·

problems.
The hardest things for Ton after the dlvorce of his
parents were dealing with the deaths of each parent and
the frequent noves

(four schools and four houses in two
He also

states since living with his aunt and uncle).

expressed fear of what would heppen to his end his brother
and cousins lf "soaething happened to" his aunt and uncle.

Another difficulty coaes with the_choices necessary for
holidays.

Both hls paternal snd his aaternal grandparenta

went to see hie and his brother.

"There is.

.

.usually a

conflict on the holidays and soaetines we're left to
decide whether we want to spent it with this side of the
faally or that side of the fanily and that's always hard,
.

Just trying to choose."

Throughout the lnterview, Ton was cheerful and

relaxed.

He obviously had given e great deal of thought

to the events of his life.

·

He stated "I guess in ways it

was hard at the t1ae...but now I look back and.
its nade ne e better person."

.

.I think

He sees hinself as "nore

”
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nature.
things."

.

.and I always try to look for the bright side of
The events of his life,

he belleves, have helped

hin "put things nore in perspective,

you know,

it's not as

bad as it seens and it could be a lot worse and I think
it’s helped in that way."
Ton describes hinaelf as a good student with lots of
friends.

He participates in a nunber of extracurricular

activities.

He talked with excltenent about his fanily's

recent nove to a new neighborhood and bigger house.

He

gets along well with his aunt and uncle and cousins and
expressed concern about his coueins'

feelings about having

to adJust to suddenly having two brothers.

Although he

describes a very close relationship with his older brother
<"we would only talk to each other")
nother's and his father's death,

Just after his

he now feels "we don't

need each other as auch anynore and hopefully he will be
going off to college in two years".

e
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Trish

When Trish was two years old,
autonoblle accident.
the next few years.

her father died in an

Her nother renarried and dlvorced in
Her nother again narried several

years ago and recently divorced that husband.
the niddle child,
sisters.

with two older brothers and two younger

Each of the children,

other than Trish and one

has a different father.

sister,

Trish 1s

Trish and her siblings

always have lived with their nother.
Trish expressed a great sense of loss for her father,
"It hurts ne

crying softly throughout the interview.

because I don't have ny dad and sonebody will say
sonething and 1 will get reeally upset,

because ny

friends, they will talk about their dads and I'll
real upset."

.

.

.get

She says that several of her s1bl1ng's

fathers cone to visit their children often and some of
then "act like we're

(her sister and her)

their kids.

My

non, she's got a boyfriend and he treats us like we're his
kids.

He's really n1ce.“

.

Tr1sh's older brothers sonetines act like a father
for her,

she says.

They try to help her learn sports,

especially basketball.
·

Both Trlsh and her brother play

basketball for high school teans.

Her brothers also talk

with her about grades and doing well in school.

"And they
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are over-protective and stuff,

you know,

they say don't do

this and don't get into trouble,

or sonething like that.

If you ask then for something.

.they will give it to you

.

because they both work and they both can drive,
will take ne places I want to
Hore than anything else,

and they

go.“

Trish worries about her non.

“That's why sonetines like in school,

ny grades will go

down because like if ny non goes sonewhere and,

like if I

babysit or sonething,

you know

I think about it because,

ny sister is there and I have to watch out for ny little
sister and stuff,

and it just scares ne sonetines....If

she don't cone back or sonething,

I will ba afraid like if

she had a car accident or something.

And I think it'd be

hard because if she ever went into the hospital,
know what I'd do if,

I don't

you know sonethlng happened to her."

Although Trish's nother is healthy and has not had a car
accident, Trish has carefully thought out what would
happen to each nenber of her fanily in the event of her
nother's death.
As the oldest daughter,
for her fanily.
<nother)

“I'n

a whole lot.

Trish feel very responsible

the oldest one and I help her
And like lf I don't do it,

lt nakes

ne feel bad because if I clean house and I take care of ny
V

.

sister, and if she asks ne to do sonething,

then I will do

it or sonetines if I forget to do it,

.

then.

nakes ne feel bad because I didn’t do it.“

.it just

When everyone
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is busy and her youngest sister has to go to the
Trish says,

babysitter,

"I will just sit there and worry

about her and I think she'll get hurt or sonething."
Trish does not talk to her nother about her worries
l

because she feels her nother has enough concerns already.
"He and ny non never fight, she just like yells at ne
naybe and I won't yell back at her cause I respect her a
and I will sit there and won't talk,

whole lot,

you know,

you know.

And she will say,

Sonetines,

1t's just hard for her."

'I'n sorry'

and stuff.

Trish sonetines talks about her worries to a friend.
Often she goes out for a walk and cries "because I don't
Trish also does not think she can

want ny non to see."

talk with her naternal grandparenta,
regularly,

who she see

"cause they'll worry."__

Trish says she has grown up faster because "I've had
a lot nore responsibility.
pretty good so far,
work harder,
world."

.

though."

you know,

.It's hard but I done nade it
Also,

"I think it nakes ne

so I can get out and nake it in the

Trish thinks that there has been sone good of all

these experiences for her fanily.

"Our fanlly 1s.close,

real close and I don't know if ny dad would be alive would
we be as close.“
For the future,
·

Trish hopes to go to college and

eventually own a clothing store.

She hopes to earn a lot

of noney so she can send her non noney to "get what she
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wants and stuff."—
narried,
happened,

though,

Trish says,

“I

don't really want to get

but I'n afraid that,

you know,

if sonething

I night get a divorce or sonething and

then if we have a kid,

it night be hard on the kid,

of what they had to go through.

.

cause

.I would like to be able

to go everywhere and travel and you won’t have to worry
about fanily or sonething like that.

Like I can cone and

see ny non when I want to."
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